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1  INTRODUCTION 

1.1  Aim of the document 
This document describes the Hydrometeorological Data Module for AIS AtoN Router, 

developed by Cybernetica AS for Estonian Maritime Administration (EMA). The system is 

intended to collect online measurement data reports from several hydrometeorological 

stations and broadcast the data as AIS M8 binary messages over the AIS network. 

The document is aimed for software engineers who are responsible for installing and 

maintaining the system. The document provides information on how to install and configure 

the software, and explains the architectural backgrounds. 

1.2  Abbreviations and definitions 
 AIS (Automatic Identification System) is a radio communication system used mainly 

by SOLAS class vessels and Vessel Traffic Services to identify, track, and locate 

vessels and other objects within the range of their AIS transceivers. 

 AtoN (Aid to Navigation) is a device or system external to vessels that is designed 

and operated to enhance the safe and efficient navigation of vessels and/or vessel 

traffic. Common types of such aids include lighthouses, light beacons, buoys, fog 

signals, and beacons (daymarks). An AtoN capable of transmitting its current status 

via AIS messages is called an AIS AtoN. 

 GPRS – General Packet Radio Service is a packet oriented mobile data service on the 

2G and 3G global system for mobile communications (GSM). 

 HMS (Hydrometeorological station system) is a system that is intended to do 

hydrological and meteorological observations (i.e. weather conditions and the 

condition of oceans, seas, rivers, lakes, and marshes), and which is equipped with 

relevant sensors. 

 HMD (Hydrometeorological data) is a dataset being produced by a 

hydrometeorological station system (HMS), containing most often the temperatures of 

air and water, and other wind and wave-related data. 

 HMD module is the software standing next to AIS AtoN Router (developed by 

Cybernetica AS) and providing AIS M8 messages containing hydrometeorological 

data received from HMS module. 

 HMD module is the software standing next to AIS AtoN Router (developed by 

Cybernetica AS) and providing AIS M8 messages containing hydro-meteorological 

data received from HMS module. 

 RTR – Real Time Reporter is a core system of the Hydro-meteorological Station 

providing raw measurement data. 

 Surveillance system – provides information to a service unit about the state of the 

system. 

 VTS (Vessel Traffic Service) is a service implemented by competent authority, 

designed to improve safety and efficiency of vessel traffic and to protect environment. 
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1.3  References 
 Ref. 1: ITU-R M.1371, „Technical Characteristics for a Universal Shipborne 

Automatic Identification System Using Time Division Multiple Access in the 

Maritime Mobile Band―., 1998 

 Ref. 2: Y-399-28 Cybernetica AS, Software Document, „AIS Router – a module for 

routing AtoN-specific AIS messages M8, M12, M14, and M21―, ver 1.0, 2009. 

 Ref. 3: IMO SN/Circ.236, „Guidance on the Application of AIS Binary Messages―, 

28 May 2004. 

 

2  SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

2.1  Overview 
The purpose of the system is to collect hydrometeorological data from a number of 

hydrometeorological stations and broadcast via AIS M8 messages over the AIS network. The 

system is divided into several modules: 

 HMS module – Hydrometeorological station module is a system providing 

measurement data for HMD module; 

 HMD module – Hydrometeorological data module for AIS AtoN Router is a linking 

system between hydrometeorological stations and AIS AtoN Router; 

 AIS router –software module keeping location information of hydro-meteorological 

stations and AIS base stations and managing messages routing; 

 Surveillance system – provides information to a service unit about the state of the 

system. 

A simplified schema of the system is given in Figure 1. 

 

2.2  System architecture 
The module is developed to fill the gap between HMS Modules and AIS AtoN Router, as 

HMS Modules provide raw hydrometeorological data instead of already prepared AIS M8 

messages. HMD Module is therefore a simple „translator― from text-presented data to binary 

AIS M8 message.  

The main component of the module is Collector (see Figure 2), which runs periodically (by 

cron daemon) and fetches all the hydrometeorological station data files from all 

meteoservers. If a meteoserver is unavailable, the collector reads previously downloaded data 

from local file system, which is a local backup storage for all data files. 
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Figure 1: The principal architecture of the data acquisition system. The components marked 

with blue are newly developed for this system and handled in this document. 

 

 

Figure 2: The architecture of the HMD module of AIS AtoN Router 

For all datasets, the collector checks the validity of data and decides whether to send the AIS 

message or not. The one and only aspect the collector checks, is the age of data. If the dataset 

is not expired, the collector will run an external application (AIS Converter), which prepares 

the NMEA string containing AIS M8 message with hydrological and meteorological data. 

The message will then be sent to AIS AtoN Router via TCP connection. 

All AIS M8 messages will contain also the geographical positions of relevant 

hydrometeorological stations. That makes it possible for the router to find suitable AIS 

transmitter for each AIS M8 message. 
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There is another utility in the module that can be used by Nagios to check the validity of 

locally stored datasets - HMD validity tool – which checks the age of the data. Local file 

system is used to store the latest datasets to provide quick checking. 

2.3  Data transfer 
The data transfer is based on text files being transferred over FTP, HTTP or HTTPS protocol. 

The exact protocol, as well as the location of data file can be configured separately for each 

HMS. 

For each HMS a text-based file with complete dataset of the measured values have to be 

produced. During the file creation process, sharing of incomplete files must be avoided. The 

data file must have UNIX line endings. Each line in the text file must contain only one value 

without any units followed. The line must have the following format: 

 

{field}: {value} 

 

The fields with missing values should not be added into the file. The list of available fields is 

given in table 1.  

Here is an example of the content of the file: 

RecDateTime: 29.04.2010  11:00 

WindSpeed: 2.4 

WindGust: 3 

WindDir: 110 

AirTemp: 12.1 

Visibility: 20 

Paramet

er 

Description, 

according to 

IALA 

documentation 

Range Unit Precision Field name in data 

tranfer protocol 

Date and 

time 

Time of 

measurement, 

Months Day, 

- - - RecDateTime 
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hour, minute, 

(dd.mm.yyyy 

HH:MM in UTC) 

Average 

wind 

speed 

Average of wind 

speed values for 

the last 10 

minutes. 

0 – 120 Knots 1 WindSpeed 

Wind 

gust 

Wind gust is the 

maximum wind 

speed value 

reading during 

the last 10 

minutes, 0 - 120 

kts, 1 kt 

0 – 120 Knots 1 WindGust 

Wind 

direction 

- 0 – 359 Deg. 1 WindDir 

Wind 

gust 

direction 

- 0 – 359 Deg. 1 WindGustDir 

Air 

temperat

ure 

Dry bulb 

temperature 

-60.0 – 

+60.0 

Deg. 0.1 AirTemp 

Relative 

humidity 

- 0 – 100 % 1 RelHumidity 

Dew 

point 

 - -20.0 – 

+50.0 

Deg. 0.1 DewPoint 

Air 

pressure 

- 800 – 

1200 

hPa 1 AirPressure 

Air 

pressure 

tendency 

0 = steady, 1 = 

decreasing, 2 = 

increasing 

- - - AirPressureTendency 

Horizont

al 

- 0.0 – 

25.0 

NM 0.1 Visibility 
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visibility 

Water 

level  

Deviation from 

local chart datum 

(incl. tide) 

-10.0 – 

+30.0 

m 0.1 WaterLevel 

Water 

level 

trend 

0 = steady, 1 = 

decreasing, 2 = 

increasing 

- - - WaterLevelTrend 

Surface 

current 

speed  

Including tide. 0.0 – 

25.0 

Knots 0.1 SurfCurrentSpeed 

Surface 

current 

direction 

- 0 – 359 Deg. 1 SurfCurrentDir 

Current 

speed, #2 

Current measured 

at a chosen level 

below the sea 

surface 

0.0 – 

25.0 

Knots 0.1 CurrentSpeed2 

Current 

direction, 

#2 

- 0 – 359 Deg. 1 CurrentDirection2 

Current 

measurin

g level, 

#2 

Measuring level 

in meters below 

sea surface 

0 – 30 m 1 CurrentLevel2 

Current 

speed, #3 

- 0.0 – 

25.0 

Knots 0.1 CurrentSpeed3 

Current 

direction, 

#3 

- 0 – 359 Deg. 1 CurrentDirection3 

Current 

measurin

g level, 

#3 

Measuring level 

in meters below 

sea surface 

0 – 30 m 1 CurrentLevel3 
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Significa

nt wave 

height 

- 0.0 – 

25.0 

m 0.1 SignWaveHeight 

Wave 

period 

Period in seconds 0 – 60 s 1 WavePeriod 

Wave 

direction 

- 0 – 359 Deg. 1 WaveDirection 

Swell 

height 

- 0.0 – 

25.0 

m 0.1 SwellHeight 

Swell 

period 

Period in seconds 0 – 60 s 1 SwellPeriod 

Swell 

direction 

- 0 – 359 Deg. 1 SwellDirection 

Sea state According to 

Beaufort scale 

0 – 12 - 1 SeaState 

Water 

temperat

ure 

- -10.0 – 

+ 50.0 

Deg. 0.1 WaterTemp 

Precipita

tion 

(type) 

According to 

WMO 

- - - Precipitation 

Salinity - 0.0 – 

50.0 

‰ 0.1 Salinity 

Ice Yes/No - - - Ice 

Table 1: The list of data fields in HMD text files 
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3  SOFTWARE INSTALLATION AND RECOVERY 

3.1  System requirements 
The Hydro-meteorological Data Module for AIS AtoN Router is distributed as Debian 

GNU/Linux package or as an archived source files. Its system requirements are as follows: 

 

Operating system: 

 GNU/Linux Debian 5.0 „Lenny―; 

 Pre-installed packages: debhelper (>> 4.0.0), g++, automake (>> 1.9); 

 

Hardware: 

 Processor:   >= Pentium 4 

 Memory:   >= 512 MB 

 Hard drive:  >= 40 GB (mainly for logs) 

 Network adapter:  >= 100 Mbps (supported by Linux) 

 Additional devices: CD/DVD reader 

 

Other requirements: 

 Network access: TCP access to AIS AtoN Router 

FTP/HTTP/HTTPS access to HMS systems 

 

3.2  Compiling and installing 

3.2.1  Extracting the source archive 

The source of the application is distributed as the following archive: 

 

vhf-ais-router-<library.version.number>.tar.gz 

 

To extract the files, copy the above file to a suitable directory and execute the following 

command: 
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tar xzvf vhf-ais-router-<library.version.number>.tar.gz 

 

A new directory, „vhf-ais-router-<library.version.number>― is created, containing the source 

code and the necessary scripts to compile and install the application. For detailed instructions, 

se the files README and INSTALL in the directory root. 

3.2.2  Compiling and installing the source 

To compile the source code and install the application , follow these steps. 

 

1. Change to the source directory and run: 
 

 ./configure 

 

 The script gathers information about the current system and creates appropriate 

 Makefiles. 

 

 Compile the source code by entering: 

 

 make 

 

 Optionally, enter make check to compile and run any self-tests that come with 

the  package. 

 

 Finally, install the application, its data files and documentation by entering: 

 

 make install 

 

 By default, everything is installed under /usr/local (the application files to 

 /usr/local/bin, include files to /usr/local/include, etc). You can  specify 
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another top directory by entering  

 ./configure -– prefix=/another/directory 

 

 To uninstall, recompile or reconfigure the source code, use the following commands: 
 

 To remove the installed files and documentation: 

make uninstall 

 To remove the program binaries and object files from the source code directory: 
 

 make clean 

 

 To remove the files created by the configure script (e.g. to compile the package 

for another platform): 
 

 make distclean 

3.3  Building Debian packages from the source 
The files needed to create packages are residing in subdirectories of 

packaging/<distro>-<release>, where distro refers to the distribution name and release 

refers to the release name. For example, packaging info for Debian Lenny resides in the 

directory packaging/debian-lenny.  

Building of the Debian packages requires that at least the following packages are installed: 

build-essential, fakeroot, pkg-config, debhelper, g++, make, automake. 

The most convenient way to build packages is to use provided script update_debs.sh, so in 

order to create packages for Debian Lenny, you just need to execute the following 

commands:  

 

cd packaging/debian-lenny  

./update_debs.sh  
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If all dependencies are satisfied and all goes well, subdirectory debs will be created below 

packaging/debian-lenny, containing freshly built binary package(s) and file Packages (this 

file may be inside compressed Packages.gz), so that this directory can be directly used as an 

APT source. 

3.3.1  Installing the debian binary package with APT. 

 

Once the debian package has been created and the folder containing the Packages file has 

been shared to public, other can now install the binary package. To install the newly created 

deb package a line has to be added to /etc/apt/sources.list. The line can be added as root user 

using terminal editor like vim or from Synaptic Package Manager, under ―Settings‖ → 

―Repositories‖. The line should contain a direct path or URL to folder containing the 

Packages file, something like: 

 

deb http://<location containing binary package> ./ 

 

Note: replace http with file to include it as local file repository. 

Once the source list is updated, install the package simply issue a command as super user or 

root: 

 

apt-get install ais-meteodata 

 

or find the package with Synaptic Package Manager. 

3.4  Restoring 
The system is stateless storing anything except log files, which means no special procedures 

are needed to be done in case of a mayor fault causing the system to collapse. In case of 

restore, the system needs to be set up from zero according to this chapter. The only thing 

needed to be taken into account, is configuration – the system needs to be reconfigured in 

case of restore. 
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4  SYSTEM CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS AND 
PROCEDURES 

4.1  Basic guidelines 
The system has several parameters needed to be configured before fully functional usage. In 

the following, a short overview of them is given. 

 

4.1.1  Message sending interval 

The interval of message sending can be configured via following configuration file:  

/etc/cron.d/ais-meteodata (the description is given in section ).  

By default, the send interval is set to 10 minutes.  

According to section 1 in Ref. 3, the interval between broadcasting hydrometeorological AIS 

message should not exceed 12 minutes. 

4.1.2  HMD expire period 

The HMD will be expired once if the data is not updated. The AIS messages with expired 

data will not be sent out. The expiration period can be set via following configuration file: 

/etc/ais-meteodata/local.conf (the description is given in section ).  

By default, the expire period of the data is 15 minutes. 

4.1.3  The timeout of network connections 

If the AIS message can not be sent to AIS AtoN Router because of network issues, the 

message can be dropped after some sepecific timeout has reached. The timeout can be set via 

following configuration file: /etc/ais-meteodata/local.conf (the description is given in 

section ).  

By default, the timeout of network connections is 30 seconds. 

4.1.4  The maximum distance between HMS and AIS Base Station 

There is a range criteria, that the HMS must be located in a specific circle with radius R 

around the AIS Base Station. If the HMS is inside of this circle, the message will be sent to 

this AIS Base Station. If the HMS is outside, the message will not be sent to this AIS Base 

Station. The radius around the AIS Base Station can be configured via the configuration file 

of AIS AtoN Router: /etc/vhf/ais_router.conf (the description is given in section 4.4.1 in 

Ref. 2). 
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A recommended value for this parameter is 50 nautical miles. 

4.1.5  Adding new stations 

Addition of new stations is possible via defining new HMS configuration files (see section  

for more information). Right after the new configuration file is found from the directory 

/etc/ais-meteodata/stations/, the transmission of relevant data will be started. 

Addition of new parameters to some specific HMS is also possible. The parameters are being 

taken into account automatically right after their appearing into the data file received from 

HMS. The additional parameter must still be listed in table 1. 

4.2  Configuration file descriptions 
The Hydrological and Meteorological Data Module for AIS AtoN Router can be configured 

by configuration file /etc/ais-meteodata/local.conf and a number of HMS configuration 

files. All configuration files are shell scripts defining all necessary variables. Therefore the 

files must start with the following line: 

#!/bin/sh 

4.2.1  Main Configuration file 

The following variables need to be set in the configuration file local.conf. 

 Router interface parameters: 

 

 ROUTER_HOST="<hostname>"  

 ROUTER_PORT="<port>“  

 The timeout of  netcat outbound connections: 

 

 NETCAT_TIMEOUT=“<timeout in seconds>“ 

 Allowed age of a hydrometeorological dataset in seconds. By exceeding the age, the 

dataset will not be used in AIS messages any more: 

 

ALLOWED_AGE="<age in seconds>" 

 

 To enable debugging, uncomment the following line: 

 

 # DEBUG="1" 
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4.2.2  HMS configuration files 

Each hydrometeorological station has its own configuration file. All HMS configuration files 

are held in directory /etc/ais-meteodata/stations/. The following variables need to be set 

for each HMS: 

DESCRIPTION="<the name of the station>"  

REMOTE_URL="ftp://<user>:<password>@<host>/<filename>.txt"  

POS_WGS84="<deg>*<min>.<minfrac>'N<deg>*<min>.<minfrac>'E"  

An example of the position field POS_WGS84: "59*4.1'N22*41.8'E" . 

4.2.3  CRON configuration file 

The application runs periodically using cron daemon. Modify the file /etc/cron.d/ais-

meteodata to change run period. The comma-separated list of number in the beginning of the 

file shows the minute values, when the application is started. Change these values to change 

the run period. For further help, see  man cron. 

Default content of the file is, giving 10 minutes for the period of run: 

2,12,22,32,42,52 * * * * meteodata /usr/sbin/collect-ais-meteodata  

4.3  Different types of log messages 
The components of Hydrometeorological Data Module for AIS AtoN Router produce 

following log entries into the syslog. The configuring of syslog is not covered in this 

document. 

 

Informative messages: 

 „Configuration loaded: <data source description> (<data source 

configuration file>)“ 
 

 A new data source configuration has been loaded. The configuration files used 

to be  in directory /etc/ais-meteodata/stations/. 

 

 „AIS message from <data source description> sent to <router 

host>:<router port>“ 

 „Message body: <NMEA sentence>“ 
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 An AIS message carrying hydrometeorological data was sent to router. 

 

 „Nagios is checking the status of <data source description>“ 
 

 Nagios is doing the routine check over the data sources to find expired datasets. 

Error messages: 

 „Configuration file <data source configuration file> is not correct 

(<retval>)“ 

 

 The configuration file for a specific data source is not correct. Return value 

 retval can have following nonzero values: 

  1 – REMOTE_URL is empty; 

  2 – POS_WGS84 is empty; 

  4 – configuration file is not readable. 

 „Downloading of URL <data url> failed. Wget returned <retval>“ 

 

The URL assigned to a meteostation is unreachable. External tool wget is used to download 

the data, so in case of getting this message, the return value retval is a good point to start 

debugging (see man wget). 

 „The data is expired! Last update from $FILE_DATE $FILE_TIME (current 

time $CURRENT_DATE $CURRENT_TIME)“ 

 

 Data in the downloaded file has been expired according to field RecDateTime. 

 „The data is incorrect! Field RecDateTime is missing“ 

 

 The field RecDateTime is missing from the data file. 
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 „Composing of AIS message failed! External utility prepare-ais-

meteodata-message returned <retval>“ 

 

 External utility failed to prepare the NMEA representation of AIS message. The 

 return values can have following nonzero values: 

  1 – VHFIec61993Sentences class method set() returned value 

not   equal to VHFIec61993Sentences::EC_OK. 

 

 „Sending of AIS message failed!“ 

 

 The sending process of AIS message failed. 

Debug messages: 

 „Downloading URL <remote data url> to local file <local data path>.“ 

 

The process of downloading new data has begun. 

 „The local file currently does not exist. Doing the initial 

download“ 

 

It was the first download of this data file, during which a new local file was created. 

 „Checking the age of the data...“ 
 

 The process of age checking has begun. During the process the field  

 RecDateTime from the data file is read and compared to the local time. If the 

 delay is in the allowed range, the check will pass, otherwise fail. 

 „OK. The age of data = <data age> sec (allowed age <allowed age> 

sec)“ 
 The age of the data is in the range of allowed age. 

 „NOK. The data is incorrect. Field RecDateTime not found“ 
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 The age of the data is not discoverable, because the field RecDateTime is 

 missing from the data file. 

 „NOK. The data is expired. Last update from <data time> (current time 

<current time>)“ 

 

 The age of the data has been exceeded. 

 „Sending AIS of <local data path> to router“ 
 

 The sending process of AIS message has begun. 

 „Debug: <variable>=<value>“ 
 

 The field <variable> has found from the data file, having value <value>. For 

 example: 

 Debug: WaterLevel=0.06  

 Debug: WaterTemp=6.0  

 „AIS message from <data source description> sent to <router 

address>:<router port>„ 

 Message body: <NMEA message carrying AIS hydrometeorological data> 

 

 Indication that an AIS message has been sent to router, giving also the NMEA 

 representation of the message. For example: 

 Message body: !--

BBM,1,1,0,0,8,04dnDb@;1N1iCowwwwwwwwwwwwt0Owwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww3kww0,0*52#015 

4.4  Development of the AIS broacast system  
Current development stage of the AIS hydrometeorological message system is operationally 

running service. Software module performing necessary AIS message completion is tested 

and proven in operation during about ten months. At the moment system involves data from 

12 stations and individual module is running for each of station in order to have better control 

on the situation and find out possible problems and failures. Addion of new parameters needs 

modification of individual for each station *.ini file and test of the module in new regime. 
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Exception is case when new parameters are not in list of current setup, when additionally the 

calculation scheme needs to be updated. Addition of new stations is more or less same 

procedure, creation of *.ini file for the station and test of dataflow. 

5  DATA COLLECTION FROM MEASURING STATIONS 

5.1  Introduction 
This section of the document describes the Hydro-meteorological Station module, being a 

part of a larger data acquisition system, developed by Ambeon OÜ. The acquisition system is 

intended to do the hydro-meteorological measurements and collect the relevant data from 

several hydro-meteorological stations into one physical location. The Hydro-meteorological 

Station module is intended to prepare already collected data for Hydro-meteorological Data 

Module being part of AIS AtoN Router to be broadcasted as AIS M8 messages over the AIS 

network. 

5.2  Architecture of the system 
The operational oceanographic system is developed for the Marine Systems Institute (MSI) at 

Tallinn University of Technology in 2005-2010. The same system is applied also for harbor 

hydro meteorological station. Regarding data flows are described in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: The architecture of the Hydrological and Meteorological Server 
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Data collection at automatic hydro-meteorological stations consists of number of sensors 

connected to Real Time Reporter (RTR) which is a signal conditioning and converting 

module. RTR is principally GPRS modem to provide data transmission. 

RTR collects data from data logger or sensors periodically, makes necessary calculations and 

forms data string to be sent over the internet into the server. The data string is sent as a SMS 

message over GPRS to the gateway, server program holding up communication and 

controlling number of RTR modems. Each message sent over GPRS contains the modem 

serial number as sender address, also the receiver address, time and data string. Timestamp is 

received from each of the modems at the stations, which synchronize their time periodically 

with gateway.  

Gateway pass received SMS messages to the receiver/dispatcher, a piece of software which 

handles the raw data, making more sophisticated calculations if necessary, e.g. calculate 

polynomials. After the receiver program made the necessary operations, the program will 

start again waiting for other messages. Typical time interval between station reports is 5 

minutes, but can be changed if necessary. 

The receiver program examines the sender number and starts an formatting program, 

individual for each sending station. All necessary parameters for calculations with receiver 

program are accomodated in appropriate *.ini file. The content of SMS messages are passed 

to this program with paramaters from *.ini file and data sent over into one or several FTP 

servers, adresses of which are also listed in *.ini file. After receiver program made its 

calculation then start to wait for other messages. Typical time interval after which stations 

report latest parameter valuesi s 5 minutes, but can be also something, as programmed. Data 

on FTP server(s) can then be used by various data visualisation programs, both local on 

single computers or web-based solutions. General scheme of dataflow from 

hydrometeorological stations using GPRS protocol, Gateway and Receiver software is given 

in Fig.3. 

A special software module to contribute hydrometeorological data for AIS system was 

designed and built. This module is running as service, watching periodically if new data came 

and compiles from raw data string a message suitable for AIS system. The program module 

(there is one for every station) formats received data as needed and then sends data to 

particular FTP server(s) over FTP. Individual parameters for each of stations are obtained 

from spaecial AIS_*.ini files and software module is running in same server as Receiver 

program. The program then continiues a watch for new data coming from the stations. 

Software module converting data for AIS is realized in Borland C++ and text of the program 

is listed below in Tab.1 and relevant AIS_*.ini file in Tab.2. 

List of parameters involved from automatic hydrometeorologic sations into AIS message 

system is given in Table 3. Number of parameters exceeds the initial technical plan, but we 

decided to provide all parameters available from each stations into AIS message system. 

Particular set of parameters differs quite a lot from station to station, but still two general 

classes of data sources can be pointed out. These are harbour weather stations, giving most 

complete set of data, like Tallinn and Muuga for example and stations of the Sea Level 

Information System of the MSI (http://on-line.msi.ttu.ee/kaart.php) from where on sea level, 
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water temperature and also as complementary, the wave parameters are available. Wave 

information from the sea level station will give these parameters usually from harbour basins. 

Meaning and particular content of different parameters involved in AIS hydrometeorological 

message system is given in Appendix, which gives technical details of sensors used in the 

stations. 

A special software module was designed and built to provide hydro-meteorological data for 

AIS system. This module is running as a service, watching the FTP server periodically, and 

starting as soon as new data arrives. By default, the update interval is one minute. The main 

task of the software module is to compose the message suitable for AIS system from raw data 

string. The program module (there is one for every station) formats received data as needed 

and then sends data to particular FTP server(s) over FTP. 

The software module converting data for AIS is written in Borland C++ and the source code 

is available on a separate CD (file meteodata/thirdparty/AisMain.cpp). An example of 

configuration file is also available on the same CD (file 

meteodata/thirdparty/config.ini.sample). 

6  AUTOMATIC MEASURING STATIONS 

6.1  Stations currently available 
The list of hydro-meteorological stations and relevant parameters integrated into the system 

is given in table 2. Particular set of parameters varies quite a lot from station to station, but 

still two general classes of data sources can be pointed out. These are harbour weather 

stations, giving most complete set of data, like Tallinn and Muuga, and stations of  the Sea 

Level Information System of the MSI (http://on-line.msi.ttu.ee/kaart.php), which provide 

sea level, water temperature and also wave parameters. 

http://on-line.msi.ttu.ee/kaart.php
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Table 2: The positions and features of hydro-meteorological stations currently integrated into 

the system 

 

6.2  Adding new station and new parameters  
Currently, the HMS network is an operationally running service having 12 stations together 

with same amount of software modules converting the data for HMD module.  

Addition of new parameters to some specific HMS is possible via adding required sensors 

and modifying the individual configuration files for specific HMS. 

Addition of new stations is also possible via defining new configuration files (see chapter 

 for details) and setting up new HMS module software instances. 

6.3  Installation and configuration 
The Hydro-meteorological Station Module is distributed as a Borland C++ binary and source 

code. To install the module, the following steps must be done: 

 Find out the source code of the module, being located in the purveyed CD (path: 

meteodata/thirdparty/AisMain.cpp). 

 Compile the source code using Borland C++ under (at least) Microsoft Windows 

2000. 

 Prepare the configuration file for each hydro-meteorological station. An example 

configuration file is given in the following: 
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 [Server]  

 # Host of the FTP server 

 HostName=193.40.254.151  

 # Path of the raw data strings 

 RemoteDirectory=/../../var/boos/Raw  

 # Path of the AIS-specific data files 

 RemoteHDirectory=/../../var/boos  

 [User]  

 # FTP username 

  UserName=boosmasin  

 # FTP password 

 Password=padjalehed  

 

 Add the compiled software module to the list of automatically started programs in 

Windows Start menu. The first argument of the command line starting the module, 

should be the serial number of the RTR modem the data is originated from. 

 Restart the computer. 

 

7  DATA QUALITY 

The quality of measurement data depends primarily on the precisions of the sensor. The list 

of sensors and relevant precisions is given in table 3. 

7.1  Main issues affecting the data quality 

7.1.1  Communication problems.  

There are occasions when communication fails, as GPRS is the main communication 

channel. Depending on the location, the percentage of lost data packets can be up to 7..8%. 

The highest lost packet rate has been in Tallinnamadal, which is in the middle of the Gulf of 

Finland. 
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7.1.2  The stability of the sensor performance.  

The stability of the sensor plays important role, but it is much more difficult to discover it. 

For different sensors, the stability is evaluated different ways, for meteorological sensors 

mainly comparing measurement results with nearby stations, which can be done occasionally 

or systematically. In harbour hydro-meteorological stations, the comparison procedure is 

done occasionally. In case the values differ much from nearby stations, more detailed study 

will be undertaken. This comparison not always is adequate, as most of meteorological 

stations are on the land, in distance from the shore and wind properties can vary much from 

those on the land. The difference can sometimes be up to 200…300%. 

7.1.3  Sensor failure.  

Sensors with moving details, may show wrong data, for example, if the bearings are faulty. 

AADI sensors may show lower wind speeds than actual, when the bearing expires. This 

problem can be avoided when producer recommendations are followed – the bearings should 

be replaced once in every 12 months.  

7.1.4  Affecting object.  

Ultrasonic wind sensors do not have bearing problems, but data quality suffers from objects 

intruding into space between the transmitter and receiver (about 10 cm). These objects can be 

birds, pieces of paper flying in air etc. 

7.1.5  Too old sensors.  

The percentage of problematic and lower quality measurement data is higher after a longer 

measurement period e.g. 5 years. For example, the percentage of „bad― quality wind data is 

around 5% after this period of time. Even air temperature and humidity sensors start giving 

faulty data after long period of operational, but this can easily be noticed. Percentage of 

faulty air temperature and humidity data over 5 years period has been around 2…3%. 

Nr 
Station 

name 

Sea-

level 

Waves Water 

temper

a-ture 

Salinit

y 
Wind 

speed  

Air 

tempe-

rature 

Air 

pressure 

Visibi-

lity 

1 Sillamäe ± 1cm  ± 0.2˚C      

2 Paldiski ± 1cm  ± 0.2˚C      

3 Lehtma ± 2cm   ± 0.4˚C      

4 Rohuküla ± 0,5cm ± 0,1m ± 0.1˚C      

5 Heltermaa ± 0,5cm ± 0,1m ± 0.1˚C      

6 Sõru ± 0,5cm ± 0,1m ± 0.1˚C      

7 Vaindloo     ± 0.3m/s ± 0.3˚C ± 0.5hPa  

8 Muuga 
± 0,2cm ± 0,02m ± 

0.05˚C 
± 

0.05psu 
± 0.2m/s ± 0.1˚C 

± 0.2hPa ± 20m 

9 
Tallinna-

madal 

± 0,5cm ± 0,1m ± 0.1˚C  
± 0.2m/s ± 0.1˚C 
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10 
Vana-

sadam 

± 0,2cm ± 0,02m ± 

0.05˚C 
± 

0.05psu ± 0.2m/s ± 0.1˚C 
± 0.2hPa ± 20m 

11 Virtsu ± 0,5cm ± 0,1m ± 0.1˚C  ± 0.3m/s ± 0.3˚C ± 0.5hPa  

12 Pärnu     ± 0.3m/s ± 0.3˚C ± 0.5hPa  

Table 3: The precisions of the sensors currently integrated into the system 

7.2  Estimation and assesment of sensors 
In general, AADI sensors have showed up quite a good quality in a longer period of time. 

VAISALA weather transmitters have been used for 2 years and during that time also no 

bigger problems noticed, except already mentioned intruder objects between wind sensor 

elements. Air temperature, pressure, humidity and even precipitation performed very well. 

There are some international activities under the FP6-FP7 projects, for example 

SEASEARCH and SEADATANET, to create common practice for quality assurance of 

oceanographic and marine meteorology data. Outcome of these efforts should be tools usable 

for data quality estimation with general aim to reject low quality data entered into general 

databases, which should be ran operationally. Unfortunately, those tools are still in the pilot 

stage. In the future, those tools could also be used in this system to improve the quality of 

data. 

 

8  METOC WEB PORTAL 

8.1  Introduction 
Integrated data systems of operational meteorology and oceanography gain more and more 

importance. Nowadays automatic weather and ocean measuring platforms already have on-line data 

transfer ability, which allows us to build on-line measuring networks. However, different 

organizations may have different data flow principles, protocols, etc, but systems that are network 

capable can also be integrated with modern data harvesting and compilation technologies. So, in 

Estonia, we have several organizations running operational weather and sea measurements, ranging 

from harbours to the state hydro-meteorological agency. Here we make an effort to build up a data 

acquisition platform able to take in different on-line sources of hydro-meteorological data, organize 

data into a unified database system and launch a public webpage - the METOC portal. 

8.2  WEB Portal data sources and data transmissions 
scheme 

Here we give a general overview on data flow in the operational oceanographic system developed for 

the Marine Systems Institute (MSI) at Tallinn University of Technology in 2005-2011, which is the 

basis for development of the METOC portal. As similar data handling systems are used also in 

harbour hydro-meteorological systems, even more complete datasets form the foundation for the 

METOC portal. Quite different instrumentation is installed on different sites; also, data formats 
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transferred can be dissimilar; but the portal should combine all this information into a unified 

solution, so that the user can easily access the on-line data needed. The stations both at MSI and 

harbours were created as single measurement stations, such as Tallinn and Muuga harbour weather 

stations; for example http://on-line.msi.ttu.ee/muuga/. By now these single stations have become more 

extensively connected into networks, like the Sea Level Information System of the MSI http://on-

line.msi.ttu.ee/kaart.php, its on-line observation system for sea level, water temperature and, as 

complementary at some stations, wave parameters. The block scheme of data flow of the MSI system 

is given in Fig.1. For sea level also forecast capability was introduced. Note here that wave data at the 

sea level stations was measured mostly in harbour basins and it does not represent the wave regime in 

the open sea, but it is still valuable during harbour operations.  

In 2010, a pilot project was launched to integrate MSI and harbour weather stations with AIS, namely 

to use AIS hydro-meteorological message format and transmit the METOC information available with 

message M8 to ships closest to the observation station. A special software module was designed and 

built, tested and implemented to forward hydro-meteorological data into the AIS system. This module 

is running as a service, which monitors periodically whether new data has come and compiles from 

the raw data string a message suitable for the AIS system. The program module (there is one for every 

station) formats the received data as needed and then sends the data to a particular FTP server(s) over 

FTP. Individual parameters for each station are obtained from special AIS_*.ini files, and the 

software module is running in the same server as Receiver program. The program then continues to 

watch for new data coming from the stations. This way mariners get the right package of weather and 

sea information during their navigation in a certain sea area. An overview of the systems, as well as 

sensor descriptions etc., is given in the report of the project, giving with the system design also the 

technical details of sensors used in the different stations. 

Other data sources we integrate into the METOC portal are the Estonian Meteorological and 

Hydrological Institute (EMHI) and Cybernetica AS, presenting the new technology of wave 

measurement with ordinary navigation buoys. A list of parameters received from each automatic 

hydro-meteorologic station, tide gauge and navigation buoy integrated into the METOC portal data 

system is given in Table 1. The number of parameters in some cases exceeds the initial technical plan, 

but we decided to provide all parameters available from each station and later leave out those which 

were irrelevant or unusable for some other reason. 

Nr Station name 
Sea-

level 
  Waves 

Water 

temp. 
Salinity 

Current 

speed and 

direction 

Wind 

speed and 

direction 

Air 

temp. 

Humidi

ty 

Air 

pres. 

Visibilit

y 

1 Aegna W  +         

2 Dirhami +  +   + +    

3 Haapsalu +  +   + +    

4 Heltermaa + + +   + + + +  

http://on-line.msi.ttu.ee/muuga/
http://on-line.msi.ttu.ee/kaart.php
http://on-line.msi.ttu.ee/kaart.php
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5 Kihnu      + + + + + 

6 Kunda +  + +  + + + + + 

7 Lehtma +  +        

8 Loksa +  +   + +    

9 Muuga + + + +  + + + + + 

10 
Narva-

Jõesuu 
+  + +  + + + + + 

11 Pakri      + + + + + 

12 Pakri N  +         

13 
Paldiski 

lõunasadam 
+  +        

14 Pärnu +  +   + + + +  

15 Ristna +  + +  + + + + + 

16 Rohuküla + + +   + + + +  

17 Rohuneeme +  +   + +    

18 Ruhnu      + + + + + 

19 Sillamäe +  +        

20 
Suurupi 

teljepoi 
 +         

21 Sõru + + +        

22 Sõrve      + + + + + 

23 
Tallinna-

madal 
+ + +   + +    

24 Uuskuiva W  +         

25 Uusmadal  +         

26 Vahemadal  + + + +      
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27 
Vahemadal 

N 
 +         

28 Vaindloo      + + + +  

29 Vanasadam + + + +  + + + + + 

30 Vilsandi      + + + + + 

31 Virtsu + + +   + + + + + 

32 Triigi + + +   + + + +  

33 Kuivastu + + +        

 

Table 4  Overview of parameters from different stations of different data originators integrated into 

the METOC portal. 

8.2.1  Data transmission from the Marine Systems Institute (MSI) 
stations 

Data collection at automatic water level stations is carried out with either one or two pressure sensors 

(Keller) and Vaisala sonic sensor in the weather station connected to a GPRS modem which plays the 

role of a signal conditioning unit and is also meant for data transmission. The modem periodically 

collects data from sensors directly, makes the necessary simple calculations and forms a data string to 

be sent over into the server. The data string is sent as an SMS message to the gateway over GPRS, the 

server program holding up communication and controlling a number of modems. Each message sent 

over GPRS contains the modem serial number as a sender address, as well as the receiver address, 

time and data string. A time stamp is received from each modem at the stations, which synchronizes 

its time periodically with the gateway. The gateway receives SMS messages as they arrive and passes 

them to the receiver/dispatcher, a piece of software which handles raw data and makes more 

sophisticated (e.g. polynomial) calculations if necessary. The receiver program examines the sender 

number and starts a formatting program, individual for each sending station. All necessary parameters 

for calculations with the receiver program are accommodated in an appropriate *.ini file. The content 

of SMS messages is passed to this program with parameters from the *.ini file and the data is sent 

over into one or several FTP servers, addresses of which are also listed in the *.ini file. After the 

receiver program has finished its calculations it waits for other messages. A typical time interval after 

which stations report the latest parameter values is 5 minutes, but other values can also be determined. 

The data on FTP server(s) can then be used by various data visualisation programs, both local on 

single computers and web-based solutions. The general scheme of data flow from 

hydrometeorological stations using GPRS protocol, Gateway and Receiver software is given in Fig.1. 
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8.2.2  Data transmission from weather stations of different harbours 

Data collection at automatic hydro-meteorological stations is carried out with a number of sensors 

connected to the data logger (signal conditioning and conversation module), which then is 

connected to the modem of GPRS data transmission. The data logger is used for example in the 

Muuga and Tallinna Vanasadam as well as Vahemadal stations. In some cases the GPRS modem also 

plays the role of a signal conditioning unit and the data logger is then not needed (for example in 

Virtsu, Rohuküla, Pärnu). The modem periodically collects data from the data logger or sensors 

directly, makes the necessary simple calculations and forms the data string to be sent over into the 

server. In some cases two stations are installed in harbours, the one for meteorological 

measurements and the other for sea level and other water parameters. In that case the data product 

is a synthesis of these two data flows clued together on site by the station modem or in the receiving 

side server. The rest of the data flow and data handling procedures are the same as described in the 

previous chapter for MSI stations. The general scheme of data flow from harbour hydro-

meteorological stations using GPRS protocol, Gateway and Receiver software is given in Fig.1. 

8.2.3  Data transmission from the database of Estonian 
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (EMHI) 

Different data flow procedures are used for transferring data from the EMHI, as the institute has 

their own data transfer and handling procedures and hardware. In order to import EMHI data into 

METOC portal systems, a script was written in PHP, which imports data from the EMHI website – 

station by station and parameter by parameter. On EMHI's side there is also a PHP script ready for 

use and it needs two entry parameters (station ID and parameter ID) to be given as input and then 

parameter value and date/time of the measurement which can be downloaded. This procedure is 

started every 10 minutes in regular conditions and less frequently if EMHI servers are overloaded, 

during stormy days for example, if lots of users try to access real time data at EMHI. Currently the 

data of 19 EMHI stations is imported into the METOC system, and the downloading procedure 

showed good performance during the 2-month test period. 

Next, the text of the script for EMHI data input into the METOC system is given. 

************************************************************************ 

function import_emhi() { 

  // global variable to active MySQL link 

  global $db; 

   

  // base url to EMHI script 

  $emhi_url = "http://www.emhi.ee/ilma_andmed/query/lastvalue.php/"; 
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  // stations to query (EMHI station code => MySQL table name (with prefix "emhi_") 

  $emhi_stations = array( 

    160 => "parnu", 

    57  => "pakri", 

    53  => "kunda", 

    55  => "narvajoesuu", 

    68  => "virtsu", 

    52  => "kihnu", 

    59  => "ruhnu", 

    67  => "vilsandi", 

    60  => "sorve", 

    58  => "ristna", 

    6   => "heltermaa", 

    74  => "sauga", 

    160 => "parnu", 

    198 => "rohuneeme", 

    4   => "rohukyla", 

    200 => "haapsalu", 

    5   => "loksa", 

    1   => "dirhami"); 

 

  // parameters to query on each station (EMHI parameter code => MySQL table field) 

  $emhi_parameters = array( 

    83  => "air_pressure", 

    27  => "air_temp", 
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    58  => "wind_dir", 

    64  => "wind_speed", 

    66  => "wind_gust", 

    757 => "water_temp", 

    756 => "sealevel", 

    44  => "humidity", 

    106 => "visibility", 

    117 => "rain_accu", 

    293 => "salinity"); 

 

  // loop given station array 

  foreach ($emhi_stations as $code => $station) { 

    $query = ""; 

    $last_timestamp = 0; 

    $not_empty = false; 

 

    // loop given parameter array 

    foreach ($emhi_parameters as $key => $param) 

      // fetch data 

      if ($content = trim(file_get_contents($emhi_url. "?station=". $code. "&param=". $key))) { 

        // returns value and date for given parameter (if exists) 

        list($value, $datetime) = explode(";", $content); 

       

        // extract date and time 

        list($date, $time) = explode(" ", $datetime); 

        list($year, $month, $day) = explode("-", $date); 
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        list($hour, $min, $sec) = explode(":", $time); 

 

        // build timestamp value from given date and time 

        $timestamp = mktime($hour, $min, $sec, $month, $day, $year); 

         

        // as every parameter may have different timestamp, use the most recent 

        if ($timestamp > $last_timestamp) { 

          $last_timestamp = $timestamp; 

          $last_datetime = $datetime; 

        } 

 

        // measured value exists 

        if ($value) 

          $not_empty = true; 

 

        // correct EMHI sealevel value (subtract 500) 

        if ($param == "sealevel") 

          $value -= 500; 

       

        // add parameter and it's value to query string 

        $query .= $param. "='". $value. "', "; 

      } 

      else { 

        // if failed to fetch data on given parameter, set value to NULL 

        $query .= $param. "=NULL, "; 

      } 
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    // if no data was recieved on given station, skip to the next station 

    if (!$last_timestamp || !$not_empty) 

      continue; 

 

    // write data to MySQL and move on to the next station 

    $db->query("insert into emhi_". $station. " set timestamp = '". $last_timestamp. "', date = '". 

$last_datetime. "', ". substr($query, 0, -2)); 

  } 

} 

8.2.4  Data transmission from navigation buoys of Estonian Maritime 
Administration (EMA) linked with Wave Height and Period 
Analysis Software (WHAPAS) by Cybernetica AS 

Wave data obtained using movement analysis of ordinary navigation buoys is a new measurement 

technology recently introduced at the EMA using their navigation buoys. It is based on acceleration 

sensor data transmitted from buoys, on which WHAPAS software is applied. So far a couple of 

validation experiments have been performed in cooperation with the MSI to compare different 

measurement methods. 

The universal data import script (import from csv files) was developed for buoy wave data import. 

Functional parameters for import are MySQL table name, ie. "poi_aegna", the csv file name on the 

server (with date markers), ie. "/home/gprs/poi/wave_height_10926227_%Y-%m.csv"), ftp: active 

FTP server's handle (if importing a file from an external FTP server) and tz: timezone of the data (ie. 

"gmt" or "ee") 

The script downloading wave data from Navigation buoys into the METOC system. 

************************************************************************ 

function import_uni($name, $file, $ftp = null, $tz = "gmt") { 

 // global variable to active MySQL link 

 global $db; 

 

 // file name, based on current time 
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 $file = strftime($file, time() - date("Z")); 

 

 // get last import time (for importing only new data) 

 $db->query("select max(timestamp) as last_import from ". $name. " limit 1"); 

 $obj = $db->get_obj(); 

 $last_import = $obj->last_import; 

 

 // if FTP handle is given, fetch file from FTP 

 if ($ftp) { 

  // store remote file locally 

  $ftp->get($file, PATH. "/ftp/". $name. ".txt"); 

  // update file path to local 

  $file = PATH. "/ftp/". $name. ".txt"; 

 } 

 

 // open file handle and read the file backwards (to reduce load) 

 $fp = popen("tac ". $file, "r"); 

 

 // is data in GMT or local time? 

 if ($tz == "gmt") 

  $add_time = date("Z"); 

 else 

  $add_time = 0; 

 

 // fetch data 
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 while ($line = fgets($fp, 1024)) { 

  // replace special symbols in data (for easy data extracting) 

  $line = ereg_replace("[ \t\n\r]+", ";", str_replace(",", ".", $line)); 

  // parse data into array 

  $data = explode(";", $line); 

 

  // get date 

  list($day, $month, $year) = explode(".", $data[0]); 

  // get time 

  list($hrs, $min) = explode(":", $data[1]); 

  // make timestamp (and apply tz) 

  $timestamp = mktime($hrs, $min, 0, $month, $day, $year) + 

$add_time; 

 

  // if there was failure generating timestamp, skip this line of data 

  if ($timestamp == 10800) 

   continue; 

 

  // check for last import date and terminate cycle 

  if ($timestamp <= $last_import || $timestamp < 0) 

   break; 

 

  // build query string 

  $add_record = "insert into ". $name. " values ('". $timestamp. "','". 

date("Y-m-d H:i:s", $timestamp)."'"; 
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  // add all collected values (number of fields must match table 

structure) 

  for ($a = 2; $a < (count($data)-1); $a++) 

   $add_record .= ",'". $data[$a]. "'"; 

 

  // terminate query 

  $add_record .= ")"; 

 

  // execute query 

  $db->query($add_record); 

 } 

} 
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8.3  System description  

 

Figure 4 The general layout of the METOC system showing on-line data flows from different 

providers, software blocks and servers 

The system of the METOC portal, shown in Fig.2, imports real time meteorological and 

oceanographic data from three basically different sources or institutions. These are the Estonian 

Maritime Administration (EMA), the Estonian Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (EMHI) and 

the Marine Systems Institute (MSI) at Tallinn University of Technology. In addition to these three, 

Cybernetica AS is involved, doing system and software development of navigation buoys for the 

Estonian Maritime Administration. The MSI METOC server/db together with data acquisition from 

MSI stations is the core of the system, all other data are imported. The details are described in the 

next chapter.   

8.3.1  Data configuration 

Operational meteorological and oceanographic data from various originators are collected in the 

same format and usage platform, which are the tables of MySQL database engine. The server 

running the database service has the following configuration: Linux based with Apache 2.2.16, PHP 

5.2.17 running MySQL 5.1.51. The table structures for data from different data sources differ quite a 

lot. Below some examples of MySQL data tables in the METOC system are given.    
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Sample structure of MySQL for Sõru sea level structure 

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `obs_soru` ( 

  `timestamp` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0', 

  `date` datetime DEFAULT NULL, 

  `sealevel` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `water_temp` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `sealevel2` float NOT NULL, 

  `water_temp2` float NOT NULL, 

  `max_height` float NOT NULL, 

  `mean_height` float NOT NULL, 

  `mean_period` float NOT NULL, 

  `battery` float NOT NULL, 

  `signal_str` float NOT NULL, 

  `provider` float NOT NULL, 

  PRIMARY KEY (`timestamp`) 

) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1; 

 

Structure of MySQL table for Tallinn harbour weather station  

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `wind_tallinn` ( 

  `timestamp` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0', 

  `date` datetime DEFAULT NULL, 

  `wind_speed` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `wind_gust` float DEFAULT NULL, 
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  `wind_dir` smallint(6) DEFAULT NULL, 

  `air_temp` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `visibility` mediumint(9) DEFAULT NULL, 

  `humidity` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `air_pressure` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `sun_intensity` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `water_temp` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `salinity` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `rainfall` varchar(10) DEFAULT NULL, 

  `wwater_temp` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `wwater_pressure` int(11) DEFAULT NULL, 

  `mean_height` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `wwave_period` float NOT NULL, 

  `max_height` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `sealevel` smallint(6) DEFAULT NULL, 

  PRIMARY KEY (`timestamp`) 

) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1; 

 

Structure of MySQL table for Tallinnamadal station  

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `wind_tallmadal` ( 

  `timestamp` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0', 

  `date` datetime DEFAULT NULL, 
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  `battery` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `ref` smallint(6) NOT NULL, 

  `wind_speed` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `wind_gust` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `wind_dir` smallint(6) DEFAULT NULL, 

  `air_temp` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `signal_str` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `provider` smallint(6) DEFAULT NULL, 

  `sealevel` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `water_temp` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `max_height` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `mean_height` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `mean_period` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  PRIMARY KEY (`timestamp`) 

) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1; 

 

MySQL table structure for EMHI data is the following: 

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `emhi_heltermaa` ( 

  `timestamp` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0', 

  `date` datetime DEFAULT NULL, 

  `air_pressure` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `air_temp` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `wind_dir` float DEFAULT NULL, 
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  `wind_speed` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `wind_gust` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `water_temp` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `sealevel` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `humidity` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `visibility` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `rain_accu` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  `salinity` float DEFAULT NULL, 

  PRIMARY KEY (`timestamp`) 

) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1; 

 

MySQL table structure for EMA and Cybernetica AS buoy data is the following: 

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `poi_aegna` ( 

  `timestamp` int(11) NOT NULL, 

  `date` datetime NOT NULL, 

  `mean_height` float NOT NULL, 

  `max_height` float NOT NULL, 

  `mean_period` float NOT NULL, 

  `status` smallint(6) NOT NULL, 

  UNIQUE KEY `timestamp` (`timestamp`) 

) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8; 
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8.4  Description of the METOC Portal 
For presentation of real time data of the METOC system, a special web solution was developed and 

realized and is active at the address http://on-line.msi.ttu.ee/metoc/. The METOC web page is 

written in PHP; it is still the pilot version and may be changed in time, after some user response is 

received. The layout of the webpage is presented in Fig.3, and Table 1 shows the parameters of the 

METOC portal, station by station. The webpage (Fig.3) opens with an overview of the stations 

distributed on the map and their status – green means that on-line data is available, red means that 

on-line data is absent for some reason. Navigating further by moving the cursor between stations 

and pointing at one a window pops up with the station’s name, data provider and the parameters 

available from this particular station, and also the date and time of the latest measurement are 

given (Fig.4). All parameters in this first menu are clickable and the next screen view opens with 

some history of the selected parameter. The default time window is 10 days, but the upper row 

allows choosing 1, 2, 5, 10 and 30 day periods. The vertical axis automatically adapts to the 

variability amplitude of the data series presented.  

Google Maps is used to display the base layer map and station markers with pop-ups. Data is 

transferred from MySQL to Google Maps using XML generated by PHP on request. Detailed graphs 

make use of JpGraph diagram drawing and graph visualization library. The user interface relies on 

xajax and jQuery libraries. 

The METOC webpage is written in PHP, making use of Google Maps, JpGraph, xajax and jQuery. 

Google Maps API ver. 2 (http://code.google.com/apis/maps) 

JpGraph 1.20.5 (http://jpgraph.net) 

xajax 0.5 (http://xajaxproject.org) 

jQuery 1.71 (http://jquery.com) 

jQuery-UI 1.8.17 (http://jqueryui.com) 

 

 

http://on-line.msi.ttu.ee/metoc/
http://code.google.com/apis/maps
http://jpgraph.net/
http://xajaxproject.org/
http://jquery.com/
http://jqueryui.com/
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Figure 5 The general layout of the METOC webpage solution http://on-line.msi.ttu.ee/metoc/  

 

Figure 6   METOC webpage with a pop up menu showing data originator(s), available 

parameters together with their most recent values and date/time of the latest measurement. 

http://on-line.msi.ttu.ee/metoc/
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Figure 7 Screenview of the METOC webpage showing data for a time period backwards from 

the present. 

8.5  Quality assessment of data presented in the 
METOC Portal  

The quality of real time hydro-meteorological data is an extensive issue consisting of a number of 

components and having a number of influencing factors. Precision of measurements in certain cases 

depends first of all on sensor performance, which is also a complex matter and time dependent, i.e. 

the problem of ageing of electronic components and/or sensing material itself inside the sensors on 

the one hand, and particular conditions on the installation site and the quality of installation on the 

other hand has to be dealt with. There are regulations setting demands for installation of hydro-

meteorological sensors and their performance, such as WMO (World Meteorological Organization) 

recommendations, which set height of wind measurements, size of meteorological square, etc. 

These recommendations are still difficult, almost impossible to follow in harbours and coastal areas, 

where more practical aspects play a role in order to better serve the navigational needs. Easier to 

handle are technical specifications of the sensors integrated into the system and their precision; 

Table 2 gives an overview of sensor precision in MSI and harbour stations. For EMHI stations, certain 

precision values are not presented, but in their case WMO regulations are followed with regard to 

both sensors and their installation. In case of waves measured by navigation buoys, it should be 

mentioned that this is still ongoing research and development of this method and error range as well 

precision are not clearly determined. 
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Nr Station name 

Sea-

level 

Waves Water 

tempe-

rature 

Salinity 
Wind 

speed  

Air 

tempe-

rature 

Air 

pressure 

Visi-

bility 

1 Sillamäe ± 1cm  ± 0.2˚C      

2 Paldiski ± 1cm  ± 0.2˚C      

3 Lehtma ± 2cm   ± 0.4˚C      

4 Rohuküla ± 0,5cm ± 0,1m ± 0.1˚C      

5 Heltermaa ± 0,5cm ± 0,1m ± 0.1˚C      

6 Sõru ± 0,5cm ± 0,1m ± 0.1˚C      

7 Vaindloo     ± 0.3m/s ± 0.3˚C ± 0.5hPa  

8 Muuga ± 0,2cm ± 0,02m ± 0.05˚C ± 0.05psu ± 0.2m/s ± 0.1˚C ± 0.2hPa ± 20m 

9 Tallinnamadal ± 0,5cm ± 0,1m ± 0.1˚C  ± 0.2m/s ± 0.1˚C   

10 Vanasadam ± 0,2cm ± 0,02m ± 0.05˚C ± 0.05psu ± 0.2m/s ± 0.1˚C ± 0.2hPa ± 20m 

11 Virtsu ± 0,5cm ± 0,1m ± 0.1˚C  ± 0.3m/s ± 0.3˚C ± 0.5hPa  

12 Pärnu     ± 0.3m/s ± 0.3˚C ± 0.5hPa  

 
Table 5  Precision of measurements made in different stations integrated into the METOC 

portal.  

 
The quality of measurement data depends primarily on the precision of the sensor, which was 

described in the previous chapter. Another issue is performance stability of the sensors, which is 

much more difficult to keep track of. For different sensors measured data validation is done in a 

different way, for meteorological sensors mainly by comparing measurement results with nearby 

stations, which can be done randomly or systematically. In case of harbour hydro-meteorological 

stations, in practice, the comparison procedure is done randomly and if results differ much from the 

data from a nearby station, a more detailed study is undertaken. This comparison is not always 

adequate, as most meteorological stations are on the land, in a distance from the shore, and wind 

properties offshore especially can be largely different from those on the land - sometimes the 

difference can be up to 200…300%! Most common problems and relevant decrease in data quality is 

probably caused by wind speed sensor failure in case of AADI sensors, when bearing ages and the 

sensor shows lower wind speeds than in actuality. Still, by following manufacturer recommendation 

to change bearing every 12 months, this kind of failure can be avoided. With ultrasonic wind sensors 

this kind of bearing problems are not significant, but data quality suffers due to objects intruding 

into the space between transmitter and receiver (about 10 cm) – these can be birds, pieces of paper 

flying in the air, etc. Still, there are fewer problems with ultrasonic wind sensors compared to 

mechanical ones. As estimated over a longer measurement period, e.g. 5 years, the percentage of 

problematic and lower quality wind data is around 5%. From other AADI meteorological sensors 

fewer problems have been noticed; air temperature and humidity sensors failure is probably most 

common over a long period of operation. Both these sensors can give faulty measurement results, 

which can still be easily noticed. The percentage of faulty air temperature and humidity data over a 

5-yearperiod has been around 2…3%. In case of other AADI sensors, fewer quality problems have 

been noticed. The VAISALA weather transmitter has been used for 2 years and during that time no 

bigger problems have been noticed, except the already mentioned intruder objects between wind 
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sensor elements. Other sensors like air temperature, pressure, humidity and even precipitation 

sensors performed very well.  

The quality issue of the data is still relevant, as this first version of the METOC portal does not 

contain data quality check procedures; but at the next stage this should be one of the priorities. So 

far, it is probably reasonable to have a disclaimer on the website saying that data are operational 

and preliminary, thus the quality cannot be guaranteed. Quite frequently operational data links and 

sources are labelled with such disclaimers. 

8.6  Testing results of WEB Portal 
The portal is an open access website and was launched on 15 December 2011. Since that time 

functionalities of the portal have been tested continuously by several users. The problems and 

mistakes found have been corrected, so the current version of the website http://on-

line.msi.ttu.ee/metoc/ is running smoothly. The METOC website does not assert special 

requirements for the computer; the web browser is more important. Three web browsers were 

tested – Google Chrome, Firefox and Internet Explorer. The best functionality and performance of 

the METOC could be gained quite equally with Google Chrome and Firefox browsers, rather than 

with Internet Explorer, especially its earlier versions. The main problem with the earlier versions of 

Internet Explorer was slowness, which caused problems with graph creation, ending with non-

created graphs or even with hanging of the web browser.   

Until the end of the test period we do not have enough time to initiate extensive usage of the 

METOC portal, which should definitely be the next step. This allows testing the performance of the 

portal with a high number of simultaneous users, which is expected to be the case during storms, 

when most users attempt to access this data. Some hints on system performance can still be given, 

drawing parallels with the operation of the entire server on-line.msi.ttu.ee, which has some 5 years 

of experience of data provision, mainly sea level and its forecast, but also harbour and off-shore 

weather stations used operationally. The Google analyzer was used to track the usability of the 

METOC portal in February 2012 and the results are presented in Fig.6. As the period was short and 

the portal is not widely known, there were not many first-time visitors. Tracking all services at on-

line.msi.ttu.ee showed very high activity in extreme situations, storms and flooding risk in January 

2012. January the 4th and 14th, 2012, were the dates with highest visitor numbers per day, when up 

to 13 000 separate computers accessed the system, while average usage is far less than 800 

computer linkages per day. As the whole on-line system performed well during this increased 

activity, we can draw a parallel with the METOC portal and say that this portal will perform well 

under extreme conditions. Fig.7 shows that on-line METOC services provided are used mainly by 

domestic users (68%). Although all web pages at on-line.msi.ttu.ee can also be read in English and 

accessed from elsewhere, they are used quite rarely.   

 

 

http://on-line.msi.ttu.ee/metoc/
http://on-line.msi.ttu.ee/metoc/
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Figure 8   Usage dynamics of the METOC webpage in February 2012. Although the period 

analysed is short, a high percentage of returning visitors show interest in the sustainability of 

the service.  

 

Figure 9 Origin of users of all services of on-line.msi.ttu.ee in January 2012. The graph 

shows that domestic users make up the majority. 
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8.7  METOC Portal future developments 
The current development stage of the METOC portal is an operationally running service. Software 

modules performing necessary data completion procedures from various originators have been 

tested and proved in operation during a period of about two months. At the moment, the portal 

integrates data from 34 different stations and data acquisition platforms – automatic weather 

stations, sea level stations, multifunctional oceanographic measurement platforms and navigation 

buoys. Addition of new data sources needs additional data import and conditioning procedures and 

testing of the module in a new data flow regime. Further developments should, first of all, cover 

implementation of data quality assessment. Addition of features and screen view issues could be 

subject to user driven process, and it should become clearer if more users could test the portal and 

give their recommendations. Also NAGIOS server and services monitoring software is planned to be 

added.  

The next development stage of the METOC portal could cover inclusion of forecasts for various 

meteorological and oceanographic parameters and probably the possibility of building individual 

data services. As data are in the same formats in the METOC portal, some statistics could also be 

added. All these features are best to be realized by the user driven method; thus it is reasonable 

now to distribute the URL address of the portal more widely and wait for user response to take the 

next steps. 
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APPENDIX  

AIS hydro-meteorological module 

1   Measurable parameters of hydro-meteorological data 
and data acquisition, transmission and handling 
procedures 
 

Here we give general overview on dataflow in operational oceanographic system developed 

for the Marine Systems Institute (MSI) at Tallinn University of Technology in 2005-2010. 

Same system is applied also for harbour hydrometeorologic station.  

Data collection at automatic hydrometeorological stations consist of  number of sensors 

connected to datalogger (signal conditioning and conversation module), which then is 

connected to the modem of GPRS data transmission. In some cases GPRS modem plays also 

role of signal conditioning unit and datalogger is not needed then. The modem periodically 

collects data from datalogger or sensors directly, make necessary simple calculation and 

forms data string to be sent over into server. Data string is sent as a SMS message over GPRS 

to the gateway, server program holding up communication and controlling number of 

modems. Each  message sent over GPRS contains the modem serial number as sender 

address, also the receiver address, time and data string. Time stamp is got from each of 

modems at the stations, which syncronisizes its time periodically with gateway. The gateway 

receives SMS messages as they arrive and passes them to the receiver/dispatcher, piece of 

software which handle raw data, make more sophisticated calculations if necessary, e.g. 

polynomial. The receiver program examines the sender number and starts an formatting 

program, individual for each sending station. All necessary parameters for calculations with 

receiver program are accomodated in appropriate *.ini file. The content of SMS messages are 

passed to this program with paramaters from *.ini file and data sent over into one or several 

FTP servers, adresses of which are also listed in *.ini file. After receiver program made its 

calsulation then start to wait for other messages. Typical time interval after which stations 

report latest parameter valuesi s 5 minutes, but can be also something, as programmed. Data 

on FTP server(s) can then be used by various data visualisation programs, both local on 

single computers or web-based solutions. General scheme of dataflow from 

hydrometeorological stations using GPRS protocol, Gateway and Receiver software is given 

in Fig.1.   

A special software module to contribute hydrometeorological data for AIS system was 

designed and built. This module is running as service, watching periodically if new data came 
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and compiles from raw data string a message suitable for AIS system. The program module 

(there is one for every station) formats received data as needed and then sends data to 

particular FTP  server(s) over FTP. Individual parameters for each of stations are obtained 

from spaecial AIS_*.ini files and software module is running in same server as Receiver 

program. The program then continiues a watch for new data coming from the stations. 

Software module converting data for AIS is realized in Borland C++ and text of the program 

is listed below in Tab.1 and relevant AIS_*.ini file in Tab.2.  

List of parameters involved from automatic hydrometeorologic sations into AIS message 

system is given in Table 3. Number of parameters exceeds the initial technical plan, but we 

decided to provide all parameters available from each stations into AIS message system. 

Particular set of parameters differs quite a lot from station to station, but still two general 

classes of data sources can be pointed out. These are harbour weather stations, giving most 

complete set of data, like Tallinn and Muuga for example and stations of  the Sea Level 

Information System of the MSI http://on-line.msi.ttu.ee/kaart.php   from where on sea level, 

water temperature and also as complementary, the wave parameters are available. Wave 

information from the sea level station will give these parameters usually from harbour basins. 

Meaning and particular content of different parameters involved in AIS hydrometeorological 

message system is given in Chapter 2, which gives technical details of sensors used in the 

stations. 

http://on-line.msi.ttu.ee/kaart.php
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Figure 1 Scheme of dataflow in operational oceanographic on-line data system of the Marine Systems Institute at Tallinn University of Technology.  
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Table 1   Printout of software module for preparation of hydrometeorological data for AIS 

message system. Module runs inside operational oceanographic data system of the Marine 

Systems Institute. 

 
 
/--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
#include <vcl.h> 
#pragma hdrstop 
 
#include "AisMain.h" 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
#pragma package(smart_init) 
#pragma link "FtpCli" 
#pragma resource "*.dfm" 
TAisMainForm *AisMainForm; 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
__fastcall TAisMainForm::TAisMainForm(TComponent* Owner) 
  : TForm(Owner) 
{ 
} 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
void __fastcall TAisMainForm::FormShow(TObject *Sender) 
{ 
  TIniFile * ini; 
  TReplaceFlags Trf; 
 
//*************************************************************************** 
// Getting FTP server address and password from .ini file 
//*************************************************************************** 
 
  try 
    { 
      ExePath = ExtractFilePath(Application->ExeName); 
      ini = new TIniFile(ExePath + "Ais.ini"); 
      HostName = ini->ReadString("Server", "HostName", "msi.ttu.ee"); 
      UserName = ini->ReadString("User", "UserName", "gprs"); 
      PassWord = ini->ReadString("User", "Password", "9okas0076Keegel"); 
      RemoteDirectory = ini->ReadString("Server", "RemoteDirectory", "/../../"); 
      Tsl = new TStringList; 
      FileName = ParamStr(1) + ".TMP"; 
      IniFileName = ExePath + ParamStr(1) + ".ini"; 
      AisFileName = GetAisFileName(IniFileName); 
      Caption = Caption + ": " + StationLocation; 
      GetSystemTime(&SystemTime); 
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      LastDateTime = SystemTimeToDateTime(SystemTime); 
      Label1->Caption = FormatDateTime("dd.mm.yyyy hh:nn:ss", LastDateTime); 
 
//*************************************************************************** 
// Getting the latest data string from file /station number/.tmp 
// Converting decimal separators to dot 
//*************************************************************************** 
 
      Tsl->LoadFromFile(FileName); 
      aa = Tsl->Strings[0]; 
      Trf << rfReplaceAll; 
      aa = StringReplace(aa, ",", ".", Trf); 
      Tsl->Clear(); 
      Tsl->CommaText = aa; 
 
//*************************************************************************** 
// Assembling Ais file 
//*************************************************************************** 
 
      SampleTime = GetDateTime(Tsl->Strings[0], Tsl->Strings[1]); 
      if(SampleTime > LastDateTime) 
        { 
          LastDateTime = SampleTime; 
          if(AssembleAisFile(Tsl, AisFileName)) // if success then send to FTP 
            { 
              MyFtp->HostName = HostName; 
              MyFtp->UserName = UserName; 
              MyFtp->PassWord = PassWord; 
              MyFtp->HostDirName = RemoteDirectory; 
              MyFtp->HostFileName = AisFileName; 
              MyFtp->LocalFileName = AisFileName; 
              MyFtp->Passive = true; 
              MyFtp->Binary = true; 
              if (MyFtp->Connected) 
                { 
                  MyFtp->AbortAsync(); 
                } 
              MyFtp->TransmitAsync(); 
          // send file to FTP server 
            } 
        } 
 
//*************************************************************************** 
// Checking every minute for fresh data 
//*************************************************************************** 
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      Timer1->Interval = 60000;       // one minute 
      Timer1->Enabled = true; 
    } 
  __finally 
    { 
      delete ini; 
//      delete Tsl; 
    } 
 
} 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
// GetAisFileName returns Ais file name (station dependent) 
// Uses station ini file to get Sadam name 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
AnsiString __fastcall TAisMainForm::GetAisFileName(AnsiString FileName) 
{ 
  TIniFile * ini; 
  AnsiString aa; 
 
  try 
    { 
      ini = new TIniFile(FileName); 
      aa = ini->ReadString("Server", "Sadam", "Paldiski"); // defaults to "Paldiski" 
      StationLocation = aa; 
      aa = "AIS_" + aa + ".txt"; 
    } 
  __finally 
    { 
      delete ini; 
      return aa; 
    } 
  //TODO: Add your source code here 
} 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
// AssembleAisFile constructs an AIS formatted file. 
// This routine is station dependent 
// Returns true if no error, else returns false 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
bool __fastcall TAisMainForm::AssembleAisFile(TStringList * Tsl, AnsiString FileName) 
{ 
  TMemoryStream * AisMs = new TMemoryStream; 
  AnsiString aa; 
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  bool bb; 
  double DD; 
 
  bb = false; 
  try 
    { 
      aa = "RecDateTime: " + Tsl->Strings[0] + " " + Tsl->Strings[1] + "\n"; 
      AisMs->WriteBuffer(aa.c_str(), aa.Length()); 
      DD = Localize(Tsl->Strings[2]).ToDouble(); 
      aa = FormatDecimalPoint("WindSpeed:", "%4.0f", DD * KNOT); 
      AisMs->WriteBuffer(aa.c_str(), aa.Length()); 
      DD = Localize(Tsl->Strings[3]).ToDouble(); 
      aa = FormatDecimalPoint("WindGust:", "%4.0f", DD * KNOT); 
      AisMs->WriteBuffer(aa.c_str(), aa.Length()); 
      DD = Localize(Tsl->Strings[4]).ToDouble(); 
      aa = FormatDecimalPoint("WindDir:", "%4.0f", DD); 
      AisMs->WriteBuffer(aa.c_str(), aa.Length()); 
      DD = Localize(Tsl->Strings[5]).ToDouble(); 
      aa = FormatDecimalPoint("AirTemp:", "%6.1f", DD); 
      AisMs->WriteBuffer(aa.c_str(), aa.Length()); 
      DD = Localize(Tsl->Strings[8]).ToDouble(); 
      aa = FormatDecimalPoint("AirPressure:", "%5.0f", DD); 
      AisMs->WriteBuffer(aa.c_str(), aa.Length()); 
      DD = Localize(Tsl->Strings[7]).ToDouble(); 
      aa = FormatDecimalPoint("RelHumidity:", "%4.0f", DD); 
      AisMs->WriteBuffer(aa.c_str(), aa.Length()); 
      DD = Localize(Tsl->Strings[6]).ToDouble(); 
      aa = FormatDecimalPoint("Visibility:", "%5.1f", DD / NM); 
      AisMs->WriteBuffer(aa.c_str(), aa.Length()); 
      DD = Localize(Tsl->Strings[11]).ToDouble(); 
      aa = FormatDecimalPoint("Salinity:", "%5.1f", DD); 
      AisMs->WriteBuffer(aa.c_str(), aa.Length()); 
      DD = Localize(Tsl->Strings[10]).ToDouble(); 
      aa = FormatDecimalPoint("WaterTemp:", "%6.1f", DD); 
      AisMs->WriteBuffer(aa.c_str(), aa.Length()); 
      DD = Localize(Tsl->Strings[18]).ToDouble(); 
      aa = FormatDecimalPoint("WaterLevel:", "%6.2f", DD / 100.0); 
      AisMs->WriteBuffer(aa.c_str(), aa.Length()); 
      DD = Localize(Tsl->Strings[15]).ToDouble(); 
      aa = FormatDecimalPoint("SignWaveHeight:", "%5.1f", DD); 
      AisMs->WriteBuffer(aa.c_str(), aa.Length()); 
      DD = Localize(Tsl->Strings[16]).ToDouble(); 
      aa = FormatDecimalPoint("WavePeriod:", "%3.0f", DD); 
      AisMs->WriteBuffer(aa.c_str(), aa.Length()); 
      AisMs->SaveToFile(FileName); // write stream to file 
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      bb = true; 
    } 
  __finally 
    { 
      delete AisMs; 
      return bb; 
    } 
  //TODO: Add your source code here 
} 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
// Localize replaces point or comma in floating point number with a 
// decimal separator appropriate to the chosen computer locale 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
AnsiString __fastcall TAisMainForm::Localize(AnsiString s) 
{ 
  int DPoint = s.Pos("."); 
  if(DPoint > 0) 
    s[DPoint] = DecimalSeparator; 
  else 
    { 
      DPoint = s.Pos(","); 
      if(DPoint > 0) s[DPoint] = DecimalSeparator; 
    } 
  return s; 
  //TODO: Add your source code here 
} 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
// FormatDecimalPoint formats output floating point number always with 
// dot as decimal separator 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
AnsiString __fastcall TAisMainForm::FormatDecimalPoint(AnsiString Label, 
                                                AnsiString format, double DD) 
{ 
  AnsiString aa; 
  char OldDecimalSeparator; 
 
  OldDecimalSeparator = DecimalSeparator; 
  DecimalSeparator = '.'; 
  aa = Label + Format(format, ARRAYOFCONST((DD))) + "\n"; 
  DecimalSeparator = OldDecimalSeparator; 
  return aa; 
  //TODO: Add your source code here 
} 
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//--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
void __fastcall TAisMainForm::MyFtpRequestDone(TObject *Sender, 
      TFtpRequest RqType, WORD ErrCode) 
{ 
    if (ErrCode == 0)       // no errors 
      { 
      }       // if ErrCode == 0 
    else      // some error occurred, skip transmission for this time 
      { 
        if (MyFtp->Connected) 
          { 
            MyFtp->QuitAsync(); 
          } 
 
      } 
//    Close(); 
} 
 
//*************************************************************************** 
// This routine executes every minute 
// Checks if fresh data is available 
// If it is then assembles new Ais file and sends to FTP server 
//*************************************************************************** 
 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
void __fastcall TAisMainForm::Timer1Timer(TObject *Sender) 
{ 
  TReplaceFlags Trf; 
 
  try 
    { 
      Tsl->LoadFromFile(FileName); 
      aa = Tsl->Strings[0]; 
      Trf << rfReplaceAll; 
      aa = StringReplace(aa, ",", ".", Trf); 
      Tsl->Clear(); 
      Tsl->CommaText = aa; 
      SampleTime = GetDateTime(Tsl->Strings[0], Tsl->Strings[1]); 
      if(SampleTime > LastDateTime) 
        { 
          LastDateTime = SampleTime; 
          Label1->Caption = FormatDateTime("dd.mm.yyyy hh:nn:ss", LastDateTime); 
          if(AssembleAisFile(Tsl, AisFileName)) 
            { 
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              MyFtp->HostName = HostName; 
              MyFtp->UserName = UserName; 
              MyFtp->PassWord = PassWord; 
              MyFtp->HostDirName = RemoteDirectory; 
              MyFtp->HostFileName = AisFileName; 
              MyFtp->LocalFileName = AisFileName; 
              MyFtp->Passive = true; 
              MyFtp->Binary = true; 
              if (MyFtp->Connected) 
                { 
                  MyFtp->AbortAsync(); 
                } 
              MyFtp->TransmitAsync(); 
          // send file to FTP server 
            } 
        } 
    } 
  __finally 
    { 
 
    } 
 
} 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
void __fastcall TAisMainForm::FormClose(TObject *Sender, TCloseAction &Action) 
{ 
  delete Tsl; 
} 
 
//*************************************************************************** 
// Converts date and time string to Microsoft DateTime format 
// for reliable comparison 
//*************************************************************************** 
 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
TDateTime TAisMainForm::GetDateTime(AnsiString s, AnsiString t) 
{ 
  TDateTime dt; 
  unsigned short  Year, Month, Day; 
  unsigned short  Hour, Min; 
 
  Year = (unsigned short) (StrToInt(s.SubString(7, 4))); 
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  Month = (unsigned short) (StrToInt(s.SubString(4, 2))); 
  Day = (unsigned short) (StrToInt(s.SubString(1, 2))); 
  Hour = (unsigned short) (StrToInt(t.SubString(1, 2))); 
  Min = (unsigned short) (StrToInt(t.SubString(4, 2))); 
  dt = TDateTime(Year, Month, Day); 
  return   dt + TDateTime(Hour, Min, 0, 0); 
  //TODO: Add your source code here 
} 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Table 2   Printout of sample AIS_*.ini file accomodating specific information for each 

hydrometeorologic station used for compiling of datastring for AIS message system 

 
[Server] 
HostName=193.40.254.151 
RemoteDirectory=/../../var/boos/Raw 
RemoteHDirectory=/../../var/boos 
Sadam=Tallinn 
Sadam1=Vanasadam 
 
[Local] 
Template=07.09.2006 18:34  0859  0066  0096  0475  0569  0504  0860  1022  0512  
0963  0040  0491  0191  1013  135   from RTCU # 107161246 
Sensor=Aanderaa WTR9 
Serial=117 
 
[User] 
UserName=boosmasin 
Password=padjalehed 
 

2   Demand for quality of hydro-meteorological data 
 
Quality of hydrometeorological data is very wide issue consisting of number of compounents 

and having number of impact features. Preciseness of measurement in certain can depend on 

performance or aging problems of electronic components inside the sensors from one hand, as 

well particular conditions in installation site as well quality of installation, from other hand – that 

is very wide range and almost impossible to handle with just one approach! There are tries to set 

demands for performance of hydrometeorological, like WMO – World Meteorological 

Organization recommendations, which set height of wind measurements, size of meteorological 

square etc. These recommendations are still hard to follow in harbours and near the shore, where 

more practical aspects play the role. What we can still handle and is straitforward, are technical 

specifications of sensors involved into systems, what we give as following.     
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KELLER Highly Precise Level Pressure Transmitters Series 36X 
 
Sea level measurements at stations are performed using KELLER high-precise pressure 

transmitters Series 36XW, which are digitally compensated, rangeable, with both digital and 

analog outputs 
 

This Series  is based on the stable, piezoresisitive transducer and a micro-processor electronics with integrated 16 bit A/D converter. Temperature 

dependencies and non-linearities of the sensor are mathematically compensated.  
 
KELLER  PR-36XW is model of pressure transmitter used for sea level measurements, as well for estimates of wave properties is used at 

most of stations. Sensor measures relative pressure, zero at ambient pressure, which is atmospheric pressure then. This probe is fitted with 

durable cable with an integral vent tube to the atmosphere. These level transmitters can be subject to internal condensation caused by installations 

in cold water on warm, humid days. If the reference tube is not terminated in a warm, dry enclosure, KELLER recommends the use of a purpose 
built cartridge filled with a silica gel or special humidity proof membrane which is fitted at the end of the reference tube.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2  Pressure sensor KELLER 36WX 
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Polynomial Compensation 

This uses a mathematical model to derive the precise pressure value (P) from the signals 

measured by the pressure sensor (S) and the temperature sensor (T). The microprocessor in the 

transmitter calculates P using the following polynomial: 

 

P(S,T) = A(T)xS0 + B(T)xS1 + C(T)xS2 + D(T)xS3 
 

The transmitter is factory-tested at various levels of pressure and temperature. The corresponding 

measured values of S, together with the exact pressure and temperature values, allow the 

coefficients A0...D3 to be calculated. These are written into the EEPROM of the microprocessor.  

 

When the pressure transmitter is in service, the microprocessor measures the signals (S) and (T), 

calculates the coefficients according to the temperature and produces the exact pressure value by 

solving the P(S,T) equation. Calculations and conversions are performed at least 400 times per 

second. 
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KELLER  PR-36XW  Specifications 

Standard Pressure Ranges(FS) and Overpressure in Bar 

PR-36 X W                         1                    3                     10                           30 

Overpressure                       3                    5                     20                           60 

                                                         (digital)                          (analog)                          (analog) 

Output                                              RS 485                    4…20 mA (2-wire)         0…10 V (3-wire) 

Supply (U)                                        8…28 Vcc 8…              28 Vcc                          13…28 Vcc 

Accuracy, Error Band 
1) 

(0...50 °C)  0,1 %FS                   0,15 %FS                      0,15 %FS 

1) 
Linearity + Hysteresis + Repeatability + Temp. Coeff. + Zero + Span Tolerance 

 

Linearity (best straight line)           0,025 %FS 

True Output Rate                            100 Hz 

Resolution                                         0,002 %FS 

Long Term Stability typ.                 Range ≤ 1 bar: 1 mbar 

Range > 1 bar: 0,1 %FS 

Load Resistance (Ω)                         < (U - 7 V) / 0,02 A (2-wire) > 5’000 (3-wire) 

Electrical Connection                       Cable: Polyethylene (PE), vented 

Insulation                                           > 100 MΩ / 50 V 

Storage-/Operating Temperature 

Range                                                  -20…80 °C 

Pressure Endurance                          10 Million Pressure Cycles 0…100 %FS at 25 °C 

Vibration Endurance, 

IEC 68-2-6                                           20 g (5...2000 Hz, max. amplitude ± 3 mm) 

Shock Endurance                               20 g (11 ms) Protection IP 68, iceproof 

CE-Conformity                                   EN 61000-6-1 to -6-4 

Material in Contact with Media          Stainless Steel 316L (DIN 1.4435) / Viton® / PE 

Weight (without cable)                       ≈ 200 g 

Dead Volume Change                         < 0,1 mm3
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KELLER Submersible Capacitive pressure Transmitters, Series 46X 
 

The Series 46X pressure transmitter combines the ceramic measuring cell for low pressure 

ranges with the μP-electronics of the digital Series 30 pressure transmitters. The signal values 

of the pressure- and temperature sensors are determined by a polynomial compensation, 

described in previous chapter1). The values can be shown and stored on a PC or other signal 

processing equipment. A reference tube integrated in the cableconnects the referential 

chamber of the sensor with the ambient atmospheric pressure. 

 

 

Figure 3  Pressure sensor KELLER 46X 
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KELLER Pressure Transmitter 46X    Specifications  

Pressure Ranges (FS)*            30                     100                      300                mbar 

Overpressure                           300                   1000                    1500              mbar 

* Intermediate ranges for the analog output are realizable with no surcharge by spreading the standard ranges  

(note that the error band will then increase proportionally) 

Type                                         2-Wire                                           3-Wire  

Supply (UB) 46 X                    8…28 VDC                                  13…28 VDC 

Signal Output (scaleable)       4…20 mA                                      0…10 V 

Load (kΩ)                               <(UB-UBmin.) / 20 mA                    ≥ 100 

Error Band typ.**                   ± 0,1 %FS                                      ± 0,2 %FS 

Error Band max.**                 ± 0,2 %FS                                      ± 0,3 %FS  

** Within the compensated temperature range 

Stability                                  FS ≥ 100 mbar: ± 0,1 %FS            FS ≤ 100 mbar: ± 0,1 mbar 

Operating Temperature          0…80 ºC 

Compensated Range              10…50 ºC  
 

 

Electrical Connection           - Reference cable PE sheath Ø 5,8  

                                              - Absolute cable PUR double sheath Ø 4,7  

                                              - Cable length: Standard 5 m 

Materials Contact  

with Media                            - Housing: Stainless steel (type AISI 316L)  

                                              - Diaphragm: Ceramic, gold plated  

                                              - Nitrile O-ring 

Protection                                IP 68 

Weight                                   ≈ 400 g with 5 m cable 
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AADI   Wave and Tide Recorder WTR 9 

 

The WTR9 is a self contained instrument for measuring wave parameters, water level and 

water temperature. It measures wave and tide conditions using a precision pressure sensor.  

 

 

 

Figure 4  Wave and tide sensor AADI 

WTR9 

 

 

Typical application areas are: 

•Real time monitoring of waves and tide in 

ports 

•Real time monitoring of waves and tide 

during marine operations 

•Real time input of wave and tide 

information to forecast models 

•Acquisition of long term wave and tidal 

data for climate studies 

 

The instrument can either be deployed on 

the seabed in shallow waters, or be 

mounted on a fixed structure in the upper 

water column. The recommended 

deployment depth for wave measurements 

is in the range 5 to 15m and the maximum 

depth for tide measurements is 60m. 

 

The wave measurement comprises; the 

significant, and maximum wave heights 

(Hm0 and E[Hmax]), and the mean zero 

crossing wave period (Tm02) based on a 

pressure time series over 8.5 minutes 

sampled at 2Hz. Tide, based on a 40s 

average hydrostatic pressure, temperature 

and waves are measured at selectable 

logging intervals from 0.5 to 24 hours.  

 

Raw data in the form of 10 bit words are 

stored in the internal data storage unit. In 

addition, data can be transmitted by cable 

to an onshore receiving station, e.g. Deck 
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Unit 3127 which converts the WTR 9 

output signal to an RS232 signal or the 

Computing Unit 3015 where data in 

engineering units is made available to the 

user. The maximum recommended cable 

length is 1km 

 

 

 

Figure 5  Typical installation schemes for the wave and tide sensor AADI  WTR9 

 

 

Design 

The WTR 9 is housed in a standard Aanderaa cylindrical pressure case made from OSNISIL, 

a copper-based alloy. The pressure port is positioned in the center of the top plate of the 

pressure case, and is equipped with a ‖pressure inlet‖ to avoid 

blocking of the port caused by sedimentation. 

The pressure case contains a quartz pressure sensor mounted on the electronic board which is 

cast in polyurethane foam. The temperature sensor is based on a thermistor and is mounted in 

the top plate of the pressure case. 

The electronic board is equipped with 3 function switches for selecting logging interval, 

distance from the WTR 9 to the seabed and a mode switch with a test and serial 

communication setting. The WTR 9 is controlled by a microcontroller and an internal clock. 
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A connector is mounted on the top plate of the pressure case for optional data transmission 

and power supply via cable. 

A versatile mooring frame for mounting the instrument on the seabed comes with the 

instrument. A self leveling pyramidical mooring frame for deployment on the seabed is also 

available as are mounting brackets for fixing it to a wall, a platform leg or a pier etc. See 

illustration.  

Working principle 

The instrument operates in cycles triggered by the internal clock and remains in a low power 

quiescent state between cycles. When the WTR 9 is turned on, the electronics in the 

instrument are at rest until there is 15 minutes left of the selected recording 

interval. Then the measurements start, calculation of the parameters are performed and data 

are recorded and routed to the output receptacle. The recording intervals can be set between 

0.5 and 24 hours. 

The wave parameters are based on a pressure time series of 1024 measurements of about 8.5 

minutes duration. These measurements are stored in RAM for subsequent data analysis. 

Immediately after the measurement a wave spectrum analysis 

is carried out. From the wave spectrum the significant wave height, the mean zero crossing 

period and the maximum wave height are calculated. 

The tide measurement is a 40 second average of the hydrostatic pressure measurements. This 

is done by averaging the last 80 registrations in the 512 second long time series. 

In the WTR 9 temperature compensation is carried out for every pressure registration. Wave, 

tide and temperature data are transmitted via cable connected after the wave analysis is 

completed. 

The instrument has a test mode to verify correct operation. In this mode 80 pressure 

measurements and a temperature measurement are take n during approximately 40 seconds 

and the output from the instrument is ; the refence number, the temperature 

and the hydrostatic pressure. The other parameters 

are set to zero. Serial communication with the instrument is also possible by setting the mode 

switch to the ‖Menu‖ position. This enables the user to select number of samples and the 

sampling  frequency. It also enables the accurate distance from the top plate to the seabed to 

be set. 

Maximum deployment depth: 60 m 
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Recommended deployment depths: Down to 15 m 

Depth setting:  

- Deep water (Pos.1) (selectable)  

- Seabed (Pos.2)  

- Set distance from top plate to seabed in range 6 - 36.5m (Pos. 3 - 11) 

User specified position 12 

Operating temperature: -2.5 to 35°C 

Storage temperature: -30 to 40°C 

Wave sampling frequency: 1 Hz/2 Hz (default 2 Hz) 

Number of samplings: 256,512 or default 1024 

Output parameters: 

Ch.1 Reference: A fixed reading to check performance 

and to identify individual instruments 

Ch.2 Temperature: 

Sensor Type: Thermistor Fenwall GB32JM19 

Accuracy: ±0.1°C 

Resolution: 0.04°C 

Range: -2.5 to +35°C 

Response time: 30 s 

Ch.3 & 4 Hydrostatic pressure: 

Defined as: Average of 80 last pressure registrations in 512s time series sampled at 2 Hz 

Sensor Type: Quartz pressure sensor based on a 

pressure controlled oscillator; frequency 30 - 45kHz 

Inlet port (Reference level ): 8 mm above top plate 
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Range: 0-690kPa1) (aprox. 0 - 60m depth) 

Accuracy: ± 210Pa 

Resolution: 7Pa (aprox. 0.07 cm) 

Ch.5 Significant wave height, Hm0: 

Based on: 512s pressure time series sampled at 2Hz 

Resolution: 2.0 cm 

Range: 0-20 m 

Ch.6 Mean zero crossing period, Tm02: 

Based on 512s pressure time series sampled at 2Hz 

Resolution: 0.02s 

Range: 0 - 20s 

Ch.7 Maximum wave height, E [Hmax]: 

Based on: 512s pressure time series sampled at 2Hz 

Resolution: 2.5cm 

Range: 0 - 25m 

Output signal: PDC-4 to DSU 2990 and external unit 

Recording intervals: Selectable, 0.5,1,2,3,6,12 or 24 hours or remote start.2) Stability: ± 

2s/day within 0 to 20°C 

External triggering: A 5 volt positive pulse to the signal output terminal on the top end plate 

activates the instrument 

Power: 

Supply: -7 to -14 volt DC 

Battery: 3614 Alkaline Battery, 9V, 15Ah 

Average quiescent current consumption: 100μA 

Average active current consumption: 10mA 
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Materials and finish: 

Pressure case: Epoxy coated Osnisil 

(95% Cu,3.5% Ni, 0.9% Si) 

Top & bottom plate: Epoxy coated acid proof steel 

Mooring frame : Acid proof steel SIS 2343 

Printed Circuit Board: Cast in polyurethane 

Dimensions and Weight: 

Height, incl. guard ring: 432 mm 

Outer diameter: 128mm 

Weight: 13.7kg (in air), 9.2kg (in water) 

Height & width, frame: 576 x 141 x169mm 

Weight, frame: ~ 3.7kg (in air) ~ 3.2kg (in water) 
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AADI   Wind Speed Sensor 2740 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6  Wind speed sensor AADI 2740 

 

 

This sensor will measure the average and 

maximum wind speed (gust) during 

sampling interval. It is designed for use 

with the Aanderaa Automatic Weather 

Stations, Sensor Scanning Unit 3010, Data 

loggers 3660/3634, Display units 

3315/3017 or Wind Display Panels 

3400/3300.  

 

The Wind Speed Sensor 2740 consists of a 

three cup rotor on top of an aluminum 

housing. The sensor can be fitted directly 

onto the sensor arm of Aanderaa 

Automatic Weather Stations or used 

separately if a connecting cable is used. 

The sensor will fit onto a 25 mm vertical 

tube.  

 

The rotor bearings consist of 2 stainless 

steel ball bearings protected by a 

surrounding skirt. The lower end of the 

skirt is furnished with a magnet. The 

magnet’s rotation is sensed by a magneto 

inductive switch located inside the 

housing. The sensor has 2 output signals; 

average and maximum wind speed (gust).  

 

The arithmetic mean of the wind speed is 

obtained regardless of the sampling 

interval, providing that the sampling 

interval is between four seconds and 3 

hours. The maximum wind speed is the 

highest speed occurring over a two second 

period at any time during the sampling 

interval.  

 

The micro controller reads pulses from the 

magneto inductive switch and calculates 

the average and the wind gust. It also 

provides the Aanderaa SR-10 output. Both 

average and gust will have the same 

conversion factor for calculation of speed 
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in meters per second. This factor is independent of the sampling interval used.  

 

 

Range: Up to 79 m/s 

Threshold speed: Less than 0.3 m/s 

Distance constant: 1,5 meters 

Accuracy: +-2% or +- 0.2 m/s, whichever is the greater:  

Output signals: 1. Average Wind, SR-10, 2. Wind Gust, SR-10 

Current consumption: 250 μA 

Operating voltage: 7 to 14 V DC. Obtained from the scanning/display units or display panels 

Calibration fact: 1.194 m wind way for each revolution. 2 counts each rotor revolution 

Operating temperature: -40 to +65
o
C 

Electrical connection: Receptable 2843 mating Watertight Plug 2828L 

Material housing: A1 6061T6 anodized 10-15 μ.  

Net weight: 500 grams 
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AADI  Wind Direction Sensor 3590 (averaging)  

 

 

 

Figure 7  Wind direction sensor AADI 

3590 

 

A sensor for measuring average wind 

direction in a sampling interval. It is 

designed to be used with Aanderaa Sensor 

Scanning Units, Dataloggers or Display 

units. This sensor consists of a light wind 

vane pivoted on top of a housing. Inside 

the housing a compass is magnetically 

coupled to the vane. The sensor can be 

mounted directly on the Sensor Arm of the 

Automatic Weather Station 2700 or on 

different types of sensor brackets from 

Aanderaa Instruments and on a 25mm 

O.D. vertical aluminum tube. When 

installed on brackets or tubes, the sensor 

must then be connected to the Sensor 

Scanning or Display Unit by a separate 

cable. When direction is to be read, the 

compass will read out the average reading 

since the last reading was taken. The 

compass consists of a sensing element 

mounted on an electronic card. In the 

sensing element is a follower magnet  

which follows the magnet on the wind 

vane. Four Hall elements measure the 

direction every second and a micro 

controller on the electronic card calculates 

the average direction in the measuring 

period. 

  

The housing is furnished with an N mark 

that must be orientated towards North or to 

a reference point like a ships centerline for 

an ordinary degrees indication. When 

properly orientated this sensor will cause 

the data-logging system to give a raw data 

reading of 0, 256, 512 and 768 for wind 

blowing from the North, East, South and 

West respectively.  
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Range:                               0 to 360 degrees, magnetic 

Threshold Speed:             Less than 0.3m/s 

Accuracy:                          Better than ±5 degrees Magnetic 

Output Signal:                  Aanderaa SR10 

Damping Ratio:                0.7 

Operating Temperature: –40 to +65°C 

Current Consumption:    200μA 

Operating Voltage:          7 to 14VDC 

Material Housing:              Aluminum 6061T6, anodized 10-15μ. Stainless steel 

Weight:                                620 grams 
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AADI  Air Temperature Sensor 3455  

 

Figure 8  Air temperature sensor AADI 

3455 

A platinum sensor for air temperature 

measurements. High-accuracy air 

temperature measurements are very often 

required and this sensor is especially 

designed for this purpose. The sensor has 

many applications both indoors and 

outdoors and it is one of several 

atmospheric sensors made by Aanderaa 

Data Instruments. The sensor is furnished 

with a standard Aanderaa sensor foot that 

plugs directly onto the sensor cross-arm of 

the Automatic Weather Station. The 80 

mm long sensor is cylindrically shaped and 

built up on a 6-pin watertight receptacle. 

The sensor element is embedded in a small 

tube with cooling ribs. The wires and range 

resistors are molded in Durotong which 

forms the center part of the sensor. This 

construction ensures good thermal 

insulation between the sensor element, the 

receptacle and the connecting cable. The 

sensor is equipped with a radiation screen 

that will hinder heating of the sensor by 

direct sun shine in wind velocities as low 

as 0.5m/s. The sensor is based on the 

ohmic half-bridge principle (VR-22) 

and employs a 2000Ω film-type platinum 

resistor as the sensing element. Three 

ranges are available; –43 to +48°C, –30 to 

+60°C and –60 to +30°C.

Separate sensor cables, of up to 500 meters 

can be used. When using cables longer 

than 150 meters however, the wire 

resistance must be corrected for (see 

overleaf). Air stretch of cables exceeding 

10 meters in length must be avoided. It is 

recommended to keep the cable as close to 

the ground as possible to avoid pick-up of 

atmospheric electricity. 
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Measuring Range:        –43 to +48°C 

Sensing Element:         Pt 2000 

Resolution:                     0.1% of range 

Accuracy:                       ±0.1% of range 

Sensor Output:              Aanderaa half-

bridge (VR-22) 

Time Constant (63%): 1min., 20 s (at 5 

m/s wind speed) 

Electrical Connection: Watertight Plug 

2828 

Material and Finish:    Titanium and 

Durotong 

Degree of Protection:   IP68 

Net Weight:                   135 grams 
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AADI Air Pressure Sensor 2810  

 

 

Figure 9  Air pressure sensor AADI 2810 

 

A barometric pressure sensor for Aanderaa 

Automatic Weather Stations and Display 

Units. The monolithic technology used in 

modern electronic devices may also be used 

for making small pressure sensors. 

Sensors made using this method have very 

small hysteresis and a very low rate of ageing.  

To eliminate error due to ambient temperature 

changes the small sensing element can be 

heated to a specific temperature before the 

measurement is taken. 

Air Pressure Sensor 2810 utilizes a 4x4 mm 

small silicon chip as a sensing element. In the 

central area of this chip is a thin membrane 

that is exposed to atmospheric pressure on one 

side and to a vacuum on the other. The 

membrane is furnished with 4 diffused 

resistors that form a Wheatstone 

bridge. The output signal is proportional to the 

atmospheric pressure. The chip thus acts as an 

absolute pressure-sensing device. 

A temperature sensing resistor and 4 heating 

resistors are also diffused onto the chip. In 

conjunction with an external control circuit, 

these resistors allow the chip to be held at a 

constant temperature of 47°C during the 

measurement.

The sensor consists of a PC-board with components fastened to the sensor base and protected 

by a cylindrical cover. The cover is screwed onto the base and sealed with an O-ring. 

Six holes in the base provide atmospheric pressure to the sensing element inside the sensor. 

The sensor shows outstanding performance as it has practically no hysteresis, no temperature 

drift and no ageing. It is also insensitive to mechanical acceleration and can be operated 

in any position. The sensor is waterproof.  
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Before measurement the sensor is heated to 47°C and to allow enough time for temperature 

stabilization the sensor should be connected to one of the last channels in the measuring 

system.  

Current consumption for silicon chip heating varies with ambient temperature. At 47°C the 

heating current is zero. This increases linearly as temperature decreases. A maximum of 70 

mA for heating is reached at –40°C. The heat ing current is normally switched off between 

readings. 

Measuring Range:            920–1080hPa  

Accuracy:                          ±0.2 hPa 

Resolution:                        0.2 hPa 

Operation Temp. Range: –40 to +47°C 

Sensor Output:                 Aanderaa half-bridge, VR22 

Supply Voltage:                7–14V DC (9 volt nominal) 

Current Consumption:    5mA + heating: (47 –T) 0.75mA  

                                           T= ambient tem per a ture in °C 

Material and Finish:        Aluminum 6061-T6, anodized 10μ 

Weight:                              200 grams 
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AADI  Relative Humidity Sensor 3445 

The sensor is designed for use with the Aanderaa Automatic Weather Station 2700, 

Dataloggers 3660 or 3634 and other sensor readout units. 

 

 

 

Figure 10  Relative humidity sensor AADI 

3445 

 

 

Relative Humidity is one of the basic 

parameters in meteorology and a Relative 

Humidity (RH) Sensor will normally be 

included in a weather station. Sensor 3445 

is designed to fit Aanderaa Automatic 

Weather Station 2700, but can also be used 

as a separate unit. 

The 3445 sensor consists of the RH Probe 

3447 and a Radiation Screen 3446. The 

probe has a sensing element at one end, a 

6-pin receptacle at the other, and an 

electronic board in between, all of which 

are molded in durotong foam into a 

cylindrically shaped probe.  

The probe is furnished with a standard 

Aanderaa sensor foot to which the screen 

is fastened. The screen protects the probe 

against direct sunshine and rain. The RH 

Sensor 3445 is based upon an integrated 

circuit, IH-3602-L from Hy-Cal 

Engineering, as the sensing element. 

The circuit employs the well proven 

capacitive polymer to sense humidity. The 

sensor also incorporates a millipore filter 

which reduces the atmospheric pollution of 

the sensing element to a minimum. The 

circuit has a linear output voltage of 

between 0— 100% relative humidity. A 

built-in AD converter and a micro-

controller changes this voltage to the 

standard Aanderaa SR10 digital output 

signal.  
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Range: 0 to 100% relative humidity (RH) 

Accuracy: ±2% RH 

Resolution: 0.1% 

Sensing Element: IH-3206-L 

Sensor Output: Digital SR10 

Operating Temperature: –40 to + 65°C 

Time Constant: 1.5 minutes 

Current Consumption: Maximum 1.2 mA when operating 

Electrical Connection: Automatic Weather Station 2700’s, Sensor Cross Arm (Watertight 

Plug 2828) 

Material and Finish: 

Probe: Durotong foam and titanium 

Radiation Screen: White nylon 

Dimensions: Radiation Screen, Ø60x 128mm 

Net Weight: 140 grams 
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VAISALA   Weather Transmitter WXT520 

 

Figure 11  VAISALA weather transmitter 

WXT520 

 

The Vaisala Weather Transmitter WXT520 

measures barometric pressure, humidity, 

precipitation paramaters, temperature and 

wind speed and direction.  

To measure wind speed and 

direction, the WXT520 has the Vaisala 

WINDCAP® Sensor that uses ultrasound 

to determine horizontal wind speed and 

direction. The array of three equally spaced 

transducers on a horizontal plane is a 

Vaisala specific design. Barometric 

pressure, temperature, and humidity 

measurements are combined in the PTU 

module using capacitive measurement for 

each parameter. It is easy to change the 

module without any contact with the 

sensors. The WXT520 is immune to 

flooding clogging, wetting, and 

evaporation losses in the rain 

measurement.  

 

Measuring Acoustic 

Precipitation 

The WXT520 precipitation measurement is 

based on the unique Vaisala RAINCAP® 

Sensor, which detects the impact of 

individual rain drops. The signals exerting 

from the impacts are proportional to the 

volume of the drops. Hence, the signal 

from each drop can be converted directly 

to the accumulated rainfall.  
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The WXT520 measures accumulated 

rainfall, rain intensity and duration of the 

rain — all in real time. The Vaisala 

RAINCAP® Sensor is the only 

maintenance-free precipitation 

sensor on the market.

 

 

 

VAISALA weather transmitter 

WXT520 specification 

Wind 

 

SPEED 

range 0 ... 60 m/s 

response time 250 ms 

accuracy 

0 ... 35 m/s ±0.3 m/s or ±3%, 

whichever is greater 

35 m/s ... 60 m/s ±5% 

output resolutions 0.1 m/s, 0.1km/h, 

units 0.1 mph, 0.1 knots 

 

DIRECTION 

azimuth 0 ... 360° 

response time 250 ms 

accuracy ±3° 

output resolution and unit 1° 

 

 

Liquid Precipitation 

 

RAINFALL  

cumulative accumulation after the latest 

automatic or manual reset 

output resolutions and units 0.01 mm, 

0.001 inches, accuracy 5%* 

RAINFALL DURATION  

counting each ten-second increment 

whenever water droplet is detected 

output resolution and unit 10 s 

RAIN INTENSITY  

one-minute running average in ten-second 

steps 

range 0 ... 200 mm/h (broader range with 

reduced accuracy) 

output resolutions and 

units 0.1 mm/h, 0.01 inches/h 
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HAIL  

cumulative amount of hits against the 

collecting surface 

output resolutions and units 0.1 hits/cm2, 

0.01 hits/in2, 1 hits 

HAIL DURATION counting each ten 

second increment whenever hailstone is 

detected 

output resolution and unit 10 s 

HAIL INTENSITY one-minute running 

average in ten-second steps 

output resolutions and units 0.1 

hits/cm2h, 1 hits/in2h, 1 hits/h 

* Due to the nature of the phenomenon, 

deviations caused by spatial variations may 

exist in precipitation readings, especially 

in a short time scale. The accuracy 

specification does not include possible 

wind induced errors. 

 

Air Temperature 

Range -52 ... +60 °C (-60 ... +140 °F) 

Accuracy for sensor at +20 °C ±0.3 °C (±0.5 °F) 

Accuracy over temperature range (see graph 

below) 

 

Output resolutions and units 0.1 °C, 0.1 °F 

 

Barometric Pressure 

Range 600 ... 1100 hPa 

Accuracy  

±0.5 hPa at 0 ... +30 °C (+32 ... +86 °F) 

±1 hPa at -52 ... +60 °C (-60 ... +140 °F) 

Output resolutions and units  

0.1 hPa, 10 Pa, 0.0001 bar, 

0.1 mmHg, 0.01 inHg 

 

Relative Humidity 

Range 0 ... 100 %RH 

 

Accuracy  

±3 %RH within 0 ... 90 %RH 

±5 %RH within 90 ... 100 %RH 

Output resolution and unit 0.1 %RH 
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General 

Operating temperature  

-52 ... +60 °C (-60 ... +140 °F) 

Storage temperature  

-60 ... +70 °C (-76 ... +158 °F) 

Operating voltage 5 ... 32 VDC 

Typical power consumption  

3 mA at 12 VDC (with defaults) 

Heating voltage  

5 ... 32 VDC / 5 ... 30 VACRMS) 

Serial data interface  

SDI-12, RS-232, RS-485, RS-422, 

USB connection, 

Weigth 650 g (1.43 lb) 

Housing IP65 

Housing with mounting kit IP66 

 

Electromagnetic Compatibility 

Complies with EMC standard EN61326-1; 

Industrial 

Environment IEC standards  

IEC 60945/61000-4-2 ... 61000-4-6 
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3   Quality matter of the measurement data 
Quality of measurement data depends primarily from the preciseness of the sensor, that was 

described for involved sensors in previous chapter. Another issue is performance stability 

of the sensors, which is much more difficult to keep track on. For different sensor this is 

done in different way, for meteorological sensors mainly comparing measurement results 

with nearby stations, this can be occasionally or systematically. In case of harbour 

hydrometeorological stations in practise comparision procedure is done occasionally and if 

results differ much from nearby station’s data more detailed study is undertaken. This 

comparision not always is adequate, as most of meteorological stations are on the land, in 

distance from the shore and specially wind properties can be much different offshore from 

those on the land, sometimes difference can be up to 200…300%!! Most common 

problems and relevant decrease in data quality is probably caused by wind speed sensor 

failure, in case of AADI sensors when bearing ages and sensor shows lower wind speeds 

that actual. Still, if to follow producer recomendation, to change bearing every 12months, 

this kind of failure can be avoided. With ultrasonic wind sensor these kind of bearing 

problems are not actual, but data quality suffers from objects intruding into space between 

transmitter and receiver (about 10cm) – these can be birds, pieces of paper flying in air etc. 

Still less problems with ultrasonic wind sensors compared to mechanical ones. As 

estimated over longer measurement period e.g. 5 years,  percentage of problematic and 

lower quality wind data is around 5%. From other AADI meteorological sensors less 

problems noticed, probably air temperature and humidity sensors failure most commonly 

over long period of operation. Both these sensors can give faulty measurement results, 

which can be still easily noticed. Percentage of faulty air temperature and humidity data 

over 5 years period has been around 2…3%. In case of other AADI sensors less quality 

problems noticed. History of using the VAISALA weather transmitter is up to 2 years and 

during that time no bigger problems noticed, exept already mentioned intruder objects 

between wind sensor elements. Air tempearature, pressure, humidity and even precipitation 

performed very well.  

Second after sensor problems the data quality failure is loss of data because of 

communication problems and certain data string is lost if communication session havent 

established at all or breaks in middle. In some extent GPRS can correct the transfer of 

SMS, but still there are occasions when communication fails. Depending on location 

percentage of lost data packages can be up to 7..8% - highest so far this has been in case of 

Tallinnamadal, in the middle of the Gulf of Finland, where sometimes communication fails 

for several hours.  
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Figure 12  Example graph showing faulty wind data around date 22.Oct, sharp peaks up 

and down shown intruder object between elements of acoustic sensor  

Probaly in best way the data quality problem in our case is gathered for sea level 

measurements. Pressure measurements which give height of water column above sensor or 

sea level, are duplicated with independent staff gauge observations, see Fig 13. All sea 

level stations have staff gauges, which are are levelled relative to geodetic height mark. 

Readings from staff gauges are taken periodically and compared with pressure sensor 

measurement results. This is actually only way to determine long term changes in sensor 

performance, what still happen even in case of best quality sensors. On Fig 14 we give 

comparision of pressure sensor output (raw data) and staff gauge readings during 1,5 years, 

trend about 7cm could be observed. Knowing such drift of the sensor output, its possible to 

correct it properly, in case of Marine Systems Institute sea level station that is done as well.  

There are some international activities under umbrella of FP6-FP7 projects, like 

SEASEARCH and SEADATANET for example, trying to create common practise for 

quality assurance of oceanographic and marine meteorology data. Outcome of these efforts 

should be tools usable for data quality estimation with general aim to reject low quality 

data entered into general databases, which by idea should run also operationally. Still these 

tools have status of pilot study results, if they become available, taht would be best to use 

also in AIS system in order to improve the quality of data entering into AIS system. 
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Figure 13  Sea level station in Virtsu harbour, pressure sensor is placed on back of the staff 

gauge. Same station records also basic wave parameters as background data for precise sea 

level measurements.  
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Figure 14  Comparision of sea level measured with pressure sensor and staff gauge 

readings in Rohuküla station during 1,5 years, linear trend is marked on the graph 


